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Biennial Review and Update of the
Moderate Income Housing Element of
the American Fork City General Plan
I. Introduction
The availability and quality of moderate income housing is an important component of American Fork
City’s well-being as a community because housing plays a major role in many aspects of our lives such as
health, opportunity, emotional well-being, economic success, educational outcomes and the ability of an
individual or family to positively contribute to society as a whole. For this reason the Utah Municipal
Code requires of each city in the state to maintain a moderate income housing element as part of its
general plan.
Section 10-9a-103 (29) of the Utah Code defines moderate income housing as follows:
(29) “Moderate income housing” means housing occupied or reserved for occupancy by
households with a gross household income equal to or less than 80% of the median gross
income for households of the same size in the county in which the city is located.
Section 10-9a-103 (29) refers to the median gross income for households of the same size in a county
and is a figure that is derived from the Department of Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD) Income
Limits Documentation System. These income limits are presented in Figure 1 for the Provo-Orem
Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) of which American Fork is a division.
As can be derived from Figure 1, qualifying gross household incomes of equal to or less than 80% of the
median gross income for households of the same size in Utah County extend up to $70,900 for a family
of eight persons. Figure 2 shows that the majority of households, i.e. 54% or 4236 households of the
universe of 7,798 households in American Fork City, fall into the 80% or less of area median income
category. Therefore, the Moderate Income Housing Element of the General Plan does not describe a
small minority of households in American Fork City, to the contrary, it describes the majority of
households in this city and is thus of great importance for policy development.
It is noteworthy that income distribution in American Fork City has considerably worsened since the last
update to the Moderate Income Housing Element of the General Plan in 2010 (Appendix D), as is shown
in Figure 3:
1. Moderate income households (80% or less of area median income) made up 45% of all
households in 2010; this percentage increased by 9% to 54% in the current plan.
2. The 30% of median income category used to make up 15% of all households, now it represents
21%, a 6% increase.
3. The more than 120% of area median income category dropped by 8% from 34% to 26%.
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Figure 1: Provo-Orem UT MSA Income Limits for 2012
(United States Department of Housing and Urban Development. FY 2010 Income Limits Documentation
System [Data file]. Available at
http://www.huduser.org/portal/datasets/il/il2012/2012summary.odn?states=%24states%24&data=201
2&inputname=METRO39340M39340*ProvoOrem%2C+UT+MSA&stname=%24stname%24&statefp=99&year=2012&selection_type=hmfa Retrieved
on 5/23/2012.)
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Figure 2: Income Distribution by Household AMI Group for American Fork City, 2012 Model
(Created from Utah Tax Commission Data as shown in “Number of Households by Income Group” tab in
Affordable Housing Model)
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Figure 3: Income Distribution by Household AMI Group for American Fork City, 2010 Model
(Created from Affordable Housing Model, Summary 1, Affordable Housing Supply & Affordability Gap by
HUD AMI-American Fork)
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In addition to defining the meaning of “moderate income housing” the state law makes specific
stipulations regarding the preparation of a moderate income housing plan as found in Section 10-9a-403
of the Utah Code:
10-9a-403. Plan preparation.
(2) (a) At a minimum, the proposed general plan, with the accompanying maps, charts, and
descriptive and explanatory matter, shall include the planning commission's
recommendations for the following plan elements:
…
(iii) for cities, an estimate of the need for the development of additional moderate
income housing within the city, and a plan to provide a realistic opportunity to
meet estimated needs for additional moderate income housing if long-term
projections for land use and development occur.
(b) In drafting the moderate income housing element, the planning commission:
(i) shall consider the Legislature's determination that cities should facilitate a
reasonable opportunity for a variety of housing, including moderate income
housing:
(A) to meet the needs of people desiring to live there; and
(B) to allow persons with moderate incomes to benefit from and fully
participate in all aspects of neighborhood and community life; and
(ii) may include an analysis of why the recommended means, techniques, or
combination of means and techniques provide a realistic opportunity for the
development of moderate income housing within the planning horizon, which
means or techniques may include a recommendation to:
(A) rezone for densities necessary to assure the production of moderate income
housing;
(B) facilitate the rehabilitation or expansion of infrastructure that will
encourage the construction of moderate income housing;
(C) encourage the rehabilitation of existing uninhabitable housing stock into
moderate income housing;
(D) consider general fund subsidies to waive construction related fees that are
otherwise generally imposed by the city;
(E) consider utilization of state or federal funds or tax incentives to promote the
construction of moderate income housing;
(F) consider utilization of programs offered by the Utah Housing Corporation
within that agency's funding capacity; and
(G) consider utilization of affordable housing programs administered by the
Department of Community and Culture.
4

State law also requires a biennial review (Appendix A) of the moderate income housing element of the
general plan as declared in Section 10-9a-408 of the Utah Code:
10-9a-408 Biennial review of moderate income housing element of general plan.
(1) The legislative body of each city shall biennially:
(a) review the moderate income housing plan element of its general plan and its
implementation; and
(b) prepare a report setting forth the findings of the review.
(2) Each report under Subsection (1) shall include a description of:
(a) efforts made by the city to reduce, mitigate, or eliminate local regulatory barriers
to moderate income housing;
(b) actions taken by the city to encourage preservation of existing moderate income
housing and development of new moderate income housing;
(c) progress made within the city to provide moderate income housing, as measured by
permits issued for new units of moderate income housing; and
(d) efforts made by the city to coordinate moderate income housing plans and actions with
neighboring municipalities.
(3) The legislative body of each city shall send a copy of the report under Subsection (1) to the
Department of Community and Culture and the association of governments in which the city
is located …
This review and update of the Moderate Income Housing Element of the American Fork City General
Plan will, in response to the law’s requirements as noted above (Utah Code 10-9a-403 and 10-9a-408),
explore the following issues with an emphasis on the 80% of area median income category:
1. Estimate of Existing Supply of Moderate Income Housing Units in American Fork City in the
Years 2012, 2015 and 2020.
2. What need for the development of additional moderate income housing exists in American
Fork City?
3. What efforts “to reduce, mitigate or eliminate local regulatory barriers to moderate income
housing” has American Fork City engaged in during the past two years?
4. What actions has American Fork City taken “to encourage the preservation of existing
moderate income housing and development of new moderate income housing” during the last
two years?
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5. What progress has been made within American Fork City “to provide moderate income
housing, as measured by permits issued for new units of moderate income housing” during the
last two years?
6. What efforts has American Fork City made “to coordinate moderate income housing plans
and actions with neighboring municipalities” during the last two years?
7. How does American Fork City facilitate the development of moderate income housing?
8. Are there any barriers to Fair Housing in American Fork City on the basis of race, color,
national origin, religion, sex, disability, or familial status?
9. Does the stock of housing designed to accommodate disabled individuals meet the needs of
the disabled population?

II.1 Estimate of Supply and Demand for Moderate Income Housing Units in
American Fork City in the Years 2012, 2015 and 2020
Figures 4 and 5 depict the modeled housing supply and demand for American Fork City according to the
2010 and 2012 data sets. The income distribution changes identified in the introduction are the main
driver in the changes that develop over time in the two models. This is due to the fact that some of the
data sources for the 2012 model assume constant growth rates for the housing stock even though the
recession substantially altered the real growth in the housing stock. Nevertheless, the data should still
provide a reasonable approximation of the current housing situation, which shows a large oversupply of
housing units at the 80% level of area median income (AMI). The 60% of AMI category now shows a
slight deficit with large and worsening deficits in the 50% and 30% of AMI categories compared to the
2012 model.
Figure 6 projects the situation into the future with data points for 2010, 2015 and 2020 and exhibits
trends similar to those found in Figures 4 and 5:
-

The 80% of AMI category continues to be well served with supply increasing over time relative
to demand.
The 60% of AMI category sees a small but quickly worsening deficit from a shortage of 17 units
in 2010 which increases to 54 units in 2015 and 101 units in 2020.
The 50% and 30% of AMI categories reveal large and worsening deficits over time that range
from a low of 1072 units (50% of AMI in 2010) to a high of 2173 units (30% of AMI in 2020).

As noted in the 2010 American Fork City Moderate Income Housing Element of the General Plan the
question needs to be asked how accurately this model reflects the real housing situation in American
Fork, since many of the weaknesses of the previous model remain, e.g. some data sources date back to
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Figure 4: American Fork Moderate Income Housing Supply and Demand-2010 Model
(Created form Affordable Housing Model, Chart 1, Households & Affordable Dwelling Units-2009)
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Figure 5: American Fork Moderate Income Housing Supply and Demand-2012 Model
(Created form Affordable Housing Model, Chart 1, Households & Affordable Dwelling Units-2012)
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the 2000 Census and income appears to be the main factor in the affordability equation.
As many households who have been involved in foreclosures have found out, however, income is only
one factor in determining home affordability. Other factors include credit rating, the ability to accrue a
down payment and job security to guarantee a steady income stream. Additionally, local housing market
depreciation in combination with high personal debt levels greatly affect those households’ financial
security who already “own” a home due to home values depreciating to levels in some cases lower than
the mortgage amount (upside-down” mortgages).
Figure 6: American Fork Moderate Income Housing Supply Trend 2010/2015/2020
(Adapted form: Affordable Housing Model, Chart 2, American Fork-Trend in Affordable Housing Supply)
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As any model, the moderate income housing model describes a limited subset of complex relationships,
in this case economic and social ones that relate to the position of private households in the housing
market in American Fork City, and is only to be understood as an estimate. If the model’s estimates
accurately described reality in American Fork City in the year 2012 then 2659 households (comprised of
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those earning up to 80% of AMI), i.e. 34% of all households in American Fork City, would be unable to
find housing affordable to them.
Affordability is generally defined as spending not more than 30% of gross income on a mortgage
payment, therefore these 2659 households would at minimum experience housing cost burdens, i.e.
they spend more than 30% of their gross income on housing, or live in overcrowded or illegal units in
order to lower their housing costs. In extreme cases homelessness would occur; fortunately this is not
observed as a significant problem in American Fork. Additional research regarding the existence of illegal
dwelling units (e.g. basement apartments) or crowding, i.e. two or more households doubling up in a
single dwelling unit, would be desirable but transcends the scope of this report. Future versions of the
Affordable Housing Model, however, should attempt to more accurately estimate the number of
housing units and crowding.

II.2 What need for the development of additional moderate income housing
exists in American Fork City?
As section II.1 shows the current situation in American Fork City as interpreted through the model is
very good for those who are at the 80% of AMI but lacking in the other moderate income categories.
Additionally, many moderate income wage earners at the 80% of AMI level already carry high debt loads
or have credit problems that prevent them from being able to purchase a home. These obstacles can
only be solved by a combination of saving, low borrowing and increasing employment.
Unfortunately our economy transcends municipal boundaries and needs to be managed responsibly by
state, federal and private actors in order for sustained improvements to occur. The sphere of influence
of a small municipal government like American Fork City is simply too restricted to overcome these
problems.
Nevertheless, American Fork City has an obligation to make use of the limited tools it has to achieve
positive change.

II.3 What efforts “to reduce, mitigate or eliminate local regulatory barriers to
moderate income housing” has American Fork City engaged in during the past
two years?
American Fork City welcomes moderate income housing as part of a diverse mix of housing options that
caters to the various needs of the city’s populace. The city’s policy and regulatory framework
encourages a diversity of housing options that provides many choices throughout the entire realm of a
9

household’s stage of life irrespective of income level, age, race or health status. American Fork City does
not erect regulatory barriers to moderate income housing but has actively encouraged the creation of
moderate income housing in partnership with the Utah County Housing Authority.

II.4 What actions has American Fork City taken “to encourage the preservation
of existing moderate income housing and development of new moderate
income housing” during the last two years?
In order to encourage new moderate income housing the city continues to work with the local
development community to create a healthy mix of housing choices. The following development options
specifically encourage the creation of neighborhoods with diverse housing opportunities for a range of
incomes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Planned Community Zone
Planned Unit Development Projects, especially the Flexible Lot Option
Inner-Block Cottage Development Projects
Transit Oriented Development Land Use Designation

The most notable recent accomplishment by a private developer has been the approval of the Harbor
Village Flexible Lot Planned Unit Development Project on April 10, 2012 which provides for a mix of
housing products as shown below:
-

5 single family units on lots of 16,000 SF or larger
17 single family units on lots of 9,000 SF to 16,000 SF
9 single family units on lots of 7,500 SF to 9,000 SF
20 twin home units with each unit having a lot of approximately 6,000 SF.

Additionally, the city amended its development code in January of 2009 in order to incentivize Public
Agency Senior Housing Projects. The amendment increases the density for this type of development to
16 units per acre, which is 4 units per acre higher than the highest allowed density in American Fork City.
This code amendment allowed the Utah County Housing Authority to receive approval for a 12 unit
Public Agency Senior Housing Project in April of 2009. American Fork City also waived development fees
in order to support the Utah County Housing Authority project and spent Economic Development
Authority (EDA) funding for sidewalk and other improvements in the area around the project, which was
named Rosewood Place and opened in February of 2011.
Currently American Fork City is working with the Utah County Housing Authority to acquire a property at
500 West Pacific Drive for the location of an additional senior housing project. The city will likely lend
substantial financial support to the project through EDA funding.
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II.5 What progress has been made within American Fork City “to provide
moderate income housing, as measured by permits issued for new units of
moderate income housing” during the last two years?
A survey of building permits issued between January 19, 2010 and April 25, 2012 (Appendix C) revealed
that 79 units of moderate income housing affordable to a household at 80% of AMI were created as
measured by building permit valuation, which represents 58% of all 134 building permits issued during
this time frame.

II.6 What efforts has American Fork City made “to coordinate moderate
income housing plans and actions with neighboring municipalities” during the
last two years?
American Fork City has approached coordination with other municipalities concerning moderate income
housing by working with the Utah County Housing Authority. The fruits of this relationship have been
the construction of a twelve unit senior housing project (opened in February of 2011) in American Fork
City’s downtown area and ongoing work on an additional moderate income housing project in the city.

II.7 How does American Fork City facilitate the development of moderate
income housing including the use of RDA/EDA funds?
As discussed in sections II.3, II.4 and II.6 and American Fork City focuses on providing an ordinance
structure that encourages mixed income neighborhoods with a diversity of housing choices. The efforts
of the private sector are supplemented by American Fork City’s relationship with the Utah County
Housing Authority and use of RDA/EDA funding if available.

II.8 Are there any barriers to Fair Housing in American Fork City on the basis
of race, color, national origin, religion, sex, disability, or familial status?
American Fork City is not aware of any specific systemic barriers to Fair Housing in its city. An in depth
analysis of the Fair Housing situation in Utah County is attached (Appendix D).
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II.9 Does the stock of housing designed to accommodate disabled individuals
meet the needs of the disabled population?
The stock of housing designed to accommodate disabled individuals meets the needs of American Fork
City’s disabled population. Several service providers for the disabled such as the Utah State
Developmental Center, American Fork Hospital and senior and assisted living communities like Mount
Timpanogos Village/Mira Vista or Rosewood Place by the Utah County Housing Authority provide
adequate opportunities for the disabled population.

III. Conclusion
The 80% of area median income category on which this Moderate Income Housing Element of the
American Fork City General Plan focuses is estimated to enjoy an ample supply of housing options and
will continue to do so in the future.
The 50% to 60% of AMI category seems to be close to being balanced in the near term.
The remaining income categories which are the very low (50% of AMI) and the extremely low (30% of
AMI) groups continue to be underserved as shown by the model. These groups belong appropriately
into the realm of federal, state and county policy and programs through the provision of subsidized
housing.
A key finding of this year’s report is that the majority of households in American Fork City (54%) is part
of the moderate income household group. This is a major increase over the 2012 report, which fixed
that number at 45%. The moderate income household group is quite diverse in its housing needs as the
report suggests because the 60%-80% of AMI category seems to enjoy an ample housing supply while
the below 60% of AMI population struggles with large projected shortfalls which become more
pronounced at the lower end of the income distribution.
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Utah County Analysis of Impediments
Section I: Introduction
This document is the Analysis of Impediments (AI) to Fair Housing Choice for Utah County,
Utah. As an entitlement jurisdiction1 of federal HUD Community Development Block Grants
(CDBG) with an obligation to “affirmatively further fair housing” (AFFH), the Utah County
Community Development Block Grant Program is required to create and submit the AI as a
part of its Consolidated Plan.2 Generating and updating the AI is required by the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) in order to identify “impediments to
fair housing choice in the public and private sector” and includes a comprehensive review of
the entitlement jurisdiction’s laws, policies, demographics, location and access to affordable
housing.3 Additionally, the AI includes an extensive review of the private sector’s contributions
to the creation or hindrance of fair housing.
HUD defines an impediment to fair housing choice as
 Any actions, omissions, or decisions taken because of race, color, religion, sex, disability,
familial status, or national origin which restrict housing choices or the availability of
housing choices.
 Any actions, omissions, or decisions which have the effect of restricting housing choices
or the availability of housing choices on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, disability,
familial status, or national origin.4
The state of Utah also includes “source of income” as a protected class for fair housing choice.
Though HUD does not directly approve or deny AIs, it does request that the following
information be addressed within the analysis:


Serves as the substantive, logical basis for [fair housing planning].

1

An entitlement jurisdiction is a governmental entity that receives federal funds from HUD and then disburses the
funds to qualified community development projects within its borders. In this case, the entitlement jurisdiction is
Utah County, Utah with the exclusion of the cities of Provo and Orem. Mountainland Association of Governments
has been contracted to administer this program on behalf of Utah County, including conducting the Analysis of
Impediments.
2
HUD Fair Housing Planning Guide, Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity, page 1-2.
3
Ibid, page 2-7.
4
Ibid, page 2-8.
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Provides essential and detailed information to policy makers, administrative staff,
housing providers, lenders, and fair housing advocates.
Assists in building public support for fair housing efforts both within a State or
entitlement jurisdiction’s boundaries and beyond.5

HUD has defined three requirements to successfully meet the obligations of affirmatively
furthering fair housing. Though they are not defined by federal statute, they serve to guide the
entitlement jurisdiction in systematically observing and correcting actions, omissions, or
decisions that affect fair housing. These include:




Conduct an analysis to identify impediments to fair housing choice within the
jurisdiction.
Take appropriate actions to overcome the effects of any impediments identified through
the analysis.
Maintain records reflecting the analysis and actions taken in this regard.6

More HUD-specific goals to AFFH, and therefore this analysis, include:






Analyzing and eliminating housing discrimination in the jurisdiction.
Promoting fair housing choice for all persons.
Providing opportunities for inclusive patterns of housing occupancy regardless of race,
color, religion, sex, familial status, disability, national origin and source of income.
Promoting housing that is structurally accessible to, and usable by all persons,
particularly persons with disabilities.
Fostering compliance with the nondiscrimination provisions of the Fair Housing Act.7

With these definitions, mandates, targets, and goals in mind, Mountainland Association of
Governments has (1) researched data regarding fair housing practices in Utah County, (2)
analyzed the data, (3) developed an action plan for addressing and/or correcting impediments,
(4) created a framework from which best practices in Utah County can be diffused through
other jurisdictions, and (5) produced and included the analysis of impediments in its updated
consolidated plan.
Historically, Utah County has applied for CDBG funds through the state-run program.
However, the county was granted “Entitlement” status in 2010 and began processing
applications as an entitlement jurisdiction independent of the state for the first time in 2011. The
cities of Orem and Provo retain their own CDBG programs; therefore, data included in this
analysis will include general county-wide information that may frame impediments to fair
housing while limiting analysis regarding Provo and Orem.

5

Ibid
Ibid, page 1-2
7
Ibid, page 1-3
6
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Population and Housing Overview
Utah County History
The first permanent settlers in Utah County were members of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints who came to the area at the request of their leader, Brigham Young.8
Experienced land developers, the Mormons quickly built roads, surveyed land, connected the
transcontinental railroad to Provo (the county seat), created irrigation districts, and established
farms. With the infrastructure in place to support a growing population and industry, Utah
County has grown in population in every federal census since 1850, including a 40% increase
between 2000 and 2010.9
Utah County’s major economic areas have historically included education, agriculture and steel
manufacturing. With the growth in population, Utah County’s agricultural sector has been
reduced as housing developments increase in all areas of the county. Additionally, one of the
county’s prominent employers, Geneva Steel, closed in 1987. However, post-secondary
educational institutions and an entrepreneurial environment have helped develop and expand
businesses within Utah County.
Brigham Young Academy transitioned into Brigham Young University (BYU) in 1903. With
approximately 33,000 students, BYU is one of the largest private universities in the country.10
BYU is also the largest employer in the county.11 Utah Valley University, located in Orem,
boasts 32,000 students and is the fifth largest employer in Utah County.12 13 Utah County also
has three school districts (Alpine, Provo, and Nebo) which are individually major employers in
the area.
Today, Utah County is home to over 500,000 people and major businesses such as NuSkin
Enterprises, Adobe Software, Micron, Novell, Nestle USA, APX Alarm (now Vivint), IM Flash
Technologies, the National Security Agency, Intermountain Health Care, major banking
facilities for Zion’s Bank and Wells Fargo, and scores of business start-ups.
Demographics
General population characteristics
As of the 2010 census, Utah County has a total of 516,564 residents.14 Orem and Provo make up
8

“History of Utah County” http://www.utahcountyonline.org/CountyInfo/CountyHistory.html
U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census.
10
“Y Facts” http://yfacts.byu.edu/viewarticle.aspx?id=104
11
Utah Department of Workforce Services
http://jobs.utah.gov/opencms/wi/regions/mountainland/utah/utahme.pdf
12
“Utah Valley University” http://www.utah.com/colleges/uvsc.htm
13
Utah Department of Workforce Services
http://jobs.utah.gov/opencms/wi/regions/mountainland/utah/utahme.pdf
14
U.S. Census 2010 “Profile of General Population and Housing Characteristics: 2010” Utah County
9
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nearly 40 percent of the county (200,816 individuals).15 The remaining populations live in
unincorporated Utah County or cities or towns in Table 1.
Utah County’s population has historically grown on the eastern shore of Utah Lake in Orem
and Provo. In recent years, the western portion of the county has also seen rapid growth as the
east county land has filled in and become more expensive. Eagle Mountain and Saratoga
Springs, incorporated in 1996 and 1997 respectively, now have a population of around 20,000
each and are two of the fastest growing cities in Utah
Jurisdiction
Population
County. The residents are typically younger16, purchasing
Alpine
9,555
their first home, and commute into major employment
American Fork
26,263
hubs in the Salt Lake Valley, Orem, or Provo. The city of
Cedar Fort
368
Cedar Hills
9,796
Lehi, located at the northern shore of Utah Lake, is
Eagle Mountain
21,415
becoming a major residential and commercial center.
Elk Ridge
2,436
However, a lack of alternative transportation has slowed
Fairfield
119
commercial development, especially on the west side of
Highland
15,523
Eagle Mountain, including the cities of Eagle Mountain,
Lehi
47,407
Fairfield, and Saratoga Springs.
Lindon
10,070
Mapleton
7,979
Some cities included in Table 1 have opted not to
Payson
18,294
participate in the Utah County CDBG program, including
Pleasant Grove
33,509
Alpine, Woodland Hills, and Elk Ridge. Their option to
Salem
6,423
defer participation lasts through the 2013 application year.
Santaquin
9,128
However, these cities will be included in the analysis in
Saratoga Springs
17,781
order to give the best possible information regarding fair
Spanish Fork
34,691
housing in Utah County in its entirety as possible while
Springville
29,466
Vineyard
139
accounting for the obvious commercial and economic
Woodland Hills
1,344
influence of Provo and Orem.
Subtotal
301,706
Age and Sex
Orem
88,328
Utah County is a relatively young metropolitan area with
Provo
112,488
an average median age of 26.2. This is due in large part to
Subtotal
200,816
502,52217
Utah County Total
the nearly 60,000 students at BYU and Utah Valley
Universities (11% of the total population). As the Salt
Table 1. Major cities and populations in Utah County.
Lake Valley has grown in population, commuting professionals have looked north to Weber
and Davis counties and south to Utah County for affordable family housing.18
15

U.S. Census 2010 “Profile of General Population and Housing Characteristics: 2010” Provo-Orem CCD
U.S. Census 2010 “Profile of General Population and Housing Characteristics: 2010” Eagle Mountain. The median
age in Eagle Mountain City is 20.3 years.
17
This number does not include residents of unincorporated Utah County.
18
“Utah's suburban cities see population boom in past decade.” Lee Davidson, Deseret News.
http://www.deseretnews.com/article/700042383/Utahs-suburban-cities-see-population-boom-in-pastdecade.html. Accessed 30 April 2012.
16
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Eagle Mountain and Saratoga Springs are among the youngest cities in Utah County in terms of
incorporation, median age, and residents age 18 and younger. Eagle Mountain has a median age
of 20.3 with nearly half of its population under age 18. Saratoga Springs has a median age of
22.6 and 46% of its population is under age 18. While Provo has a median age just slightly
higher than either of these suburban cities (23.3), it has only 22% of its population under the age
of 18. The average municipality in Utah County has a median age of 26 years and an average of
38% under the age of 18.
Table 2 below shows the complete list of cities in Utah County and their median age, percentage
under the age of 18, and the distribution of males and females.
Jurisdiction
Alpine
American Fork
Cedar Fort
Cedar Hills
Eagle Mountain
Elk Ridge
Fairfield
Highland
Lehi
Lindon
Mapleton
Payson
Pleasant Grove
Salem
Santaquin
Saratoga Springs
Spanish Fork
Springville
Vineyard
Woodland Hills
Average
Orem
Provo
Average
Utah County Total

Median Age
26.0
27.6
35.7
22.3
20.3
23.6
33.5
21.9
24.9
26.3
27.9
26.2
26.0
28.0
23.9
22.6
25.0
26.7
25.9
32.6
26.3
26.2
23.3
24.75
26.2

Males
4,783
13,154
189
4,876
10,812
1,228
60
7,890
23,787
5,069
3,981
9,174
16,727
3,231
4,712
8,988
17,593
14,686
70
679
44,069
55,737
251,495

Females
4,772
13,109
179
4,920
10,603
1,208
59
7,633
23,620
5,001
3,998
9,120
16,782
3,192
4,416
8,793
17,098
14,780
69
665
44,259
56,751
251,027

Percent under age 18
39.1%
37.7%
27.2%
45.1%
48.2%
43.2%
31.9%
44.4%
43.3%
38.3%
38.8%
39.4%
38.4%
38.6%
42.6%
46.9%
40.9%
37.9%
32.4%
36.1%
39.52%
30.9%
22.3%
26.6%
38.35%

Table 2. Utah County age and sex data gathered from the 2010 U.S. Census.
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Racial and Ethnic Distribution
The majority of residents in Utah County are white. Of the nineteen cities or towns under the
entitlement of the Utah County CDBG program, only three have a white population below 90%
of its entire jurisdiction.19 The second largest racial group falls under the “Other” category
(around 4% county-wide).
People of Hispanic or Latino descent are listed separately and are identified under a specific
ethnic group. While they are not counted towards overall race totals, it is helpful to see the
proportion of individuals self-identifying as Hispanic or Latino among major racial categories.
Many of the Hispanic populations live within larger cities such as Provo, Orem, Lehi, Pleasant
Grove, and Spanish Fork. The south county has also attracted a large number of Hispanic
migrant workers. Spanish Fork, Payson, and Santaquin all have substantial numbers of
Hispanics in proportion to the countywide average population. Blacks, Asians, Native
Hawaiians or Pacific Islanders, and Native Americans or Alaskan Natives rarely number more
than one percent of any given municipality.

Source credit: Photo 1 - Mount Timpanogos and Utah Lake. Willie Holdman - www.redsign.com

19

The three exceptions are Santaquin (89.3% white), Vineyard (86.3% white), and Goshen (86.3% white).
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Racial distribution, Utah County, 2010
Jurisdiction

White

%

Black

%

Hispanic

%

Am. Indian or
Alaskan
Native

%

Asian

%

Pacific
Islander

%

Other

%

Alpine

9,144
24,332
353
9,325
19,680
2,352
114
1,265
795
14,884
43,924
9,241
7,580
16,532
30,857
6,197
8,155
16,501
31,538
26,617
120
1,268
74,616
95,393
422,106

95.7
92.6
95.9
95.2
91.9
96.6
95.8
92.3
86.3
95.9
92.7
91.8
95.0
90.4
92.1
96.5
89.3
92.8
90.9
90.3
86.3
94.3
84.5
84.8
82.0

57
95
0
41
127
5
0
7
5
71
182
50
22
48
178
30
38
94
141
129
1
3
633
808
2,624

0.6
0.4
0.0
0.4
0.6
0.2
0.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.7
0.2
0.7
0.7
1.0

232
1,941
4
411
1,845
67
5
117
123
431
3,054
720
279
2,431
2,577
231
1,098
1,026
3,678
3,482
22
39
14,224
17,091
51,406

2.4
7.4
1.1
4.2
8.6
2.8
4.2
8.5
13.4
2.8
6.4
7.1
3.5
13.3
7.7
3.6
12.0
5.8
10.6
11.8
15.8
2.9
16.1
15.2
10.0

22
139
0
29
105
1
0
1
5
32
208
39
24
103
136
24
72
50
189
154
2
0
766
939
2,880

0.2
0.5
0.0
0.3
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.5
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.8
0.3
0.5
0.5
1.4
0.0
0.9
0.8
1.0

87
225
1
95
125
7
0
1
0
109
645
135
39
67
313
23
13
163
204
179
2
11
1,713
2,772
6,749

0.9
0.9
0.3
1.0
0.6
0.3
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.7
1.4
1.3
0.5
0.4
0.9
0.4
0.1
0.9
0.6
0.6
1.4
0.8
1.9
2.5
1.0

13
121
1
58
137
12
0
2
0
116
369
42
32
47
187
17
10
140
241
170
0
10
879
1,267
3,699

0.1
0.5
0.3
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.7
0.8
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.6
0.3
0.1
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.0
0.7
1.0
1.1
1.0

59
729
1
69
585
20
2
87
103
84
908
274
81
1,134
963
67
717
340
1,526
1,487
13
9
6,882
7,475
21,938

0.6

American Fork
Cedar Fort
Cedar Hills
Eagle Mountain
Elk Ridge
Fairfield
Genola
Goshen
Highland
Lehi
Lindon
Mapleton
Payson
Pleasant Grove
Salem
Santaquin
Saratoga Springs
Spanish Fork
Springville
Vineyard
Woodland Hills
Orem
Provo
Total

2.8
0.3
0.7
2.7
0.8
1.7
6.4
11.2
0.5
1.9
2.7
1.0
6.2
2.9
1.0
7.9
1.9
4.4
5.0
9.4
0.7
7.8
6.6

4.0

Table 3. Racial distribution throughout Utah County. (U.S. Census 2010 data). Official census figures clearly place race and ethnicity into two separate reporting categories. In this
table, “Hispanic” refers to any individual’s ethnicity, not his or her race, and is therefore not counted towards a 100% total in each jurisdiction’s racial background.
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Employment
Utah County has a diverse employment field including agriculture, high-tech industry, data
processing, healthcare, higher education, government service, and entrepreneurial startups.
According to the Utah Department of Workforce Services (DWS), the top employers in Utah
County during 2010 included:20

Company

Industry

Employment Range

Brigham Young University
Alpine School District
Utah Valley Regional Medical Center (IHC)
Nebo School District
Utah Valley State College (UVU)
State of Utah
Wal-Mart
Utah Office Supply
Provo School District
IM Flash Tecnologies
Nestle USA
United States Government
Utah County
Provo City
APX Alarm Security Solutions
ESG Administration
Novell
Macey's
Metalmart
Central Utah Medical Clinic
Orem City
Smith's Marketplace
Nexeo Staffing
Payday Benefits
SOS Temporary Services
Myfamily.com
Adobe Systems
Pinnacle Security Group
Lehi City
Timpanogos Regional Medical
US Synthetic Corp

Higher Education
Public Education
Healthcare
Public Education
Higher Education
State Government
Warehouse Clubs & Supercenters
Office Supplies
Public Education
Electronic Product Manufacturing
Food Manufacturing
Federal Government
Local Government
Local Government
Electrical Contractors
Employment Services
Software Publisher
Grocery Store
Metal & Mineral Merchant Wholesalers
Healthcare
Local Government
Grocery Store
Employment Services
Employment Services
Temporary Help Services
Internet & Web Services
Data Processing & Hosting Services
Investigation & Security Services
Local Government
Healthcare
Nonmetallic Mineral Product Mfg

15000-19999
5000-6999
4000-4999
3000-3999
3000-3999
3000-3999
2000-2999
1000-1999
1000-1999
1000-1999
1000-1999
1000-1999
1000-1999
1000-1999
1000-1999
700-999
700-999
700-999
700-999
700-999
700-999
700-999
500-699
500-699
500-699
500-699
500-699
500-699
500-699
500-699
500-699

Table 4. Utah County's Largest Employers 2010.

Brigham Young University anchors employment in Utah County. Since 2005, the campus has
averaged 3,285 full-time professors, 260 administrative personnel, and 2,533 staff members
(4,095 total).21 BYU instituted a hiring freeze in 2009 which has steadily decreased the amount of
full time personnel employed by the university. BYU also offers thousands of part-time
positions for students.
20

Utah Department of Workforce Services, “Utah County’s Largest Employers: Annual Averages 2010.”
http://jobs.utah.gov/opencms/wi/regions/mountainland/utah/utahme.pdf
21
Brigham Young University “Y Facts” <<yfacts.byu.edu>>
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Other educational institutions also dominate the top five employers in Utah County. Utah
Valley University, Alpine, and Nebo School Districts have over 3,000 employees each. The Utah
Valley Regional Medical Center, Utah County’s largest trauma-equipped hospital is also a
major employer in the area. Of the major employers listed in Table 4, five are educational
institutions, six are some form of government agency, three are healthcare-related, four are
employment agencies, and the remainder is a mix of service and technology-related businesses.
At the time this analysis was written, the national unemployment rate for the United States was
just over 9%.22 Utah County has experienced moderately lower levels of unemployment than
the national rate. Figure 1 (below) shows that unemployment has increased from around 2.5%
in January 2000 to 7.6% in August of 2011.23 Utah County recorded its ten-year low
unemployment rate between 2002 and 2010. Following a peak in 2002, unemployment steadily
decreased back to a normal two percent level in 2007. However, since the economic recession of
2008-2010, unemployment has increased dramatically and has remained generally stable in
Utah County within the 7-8% range since May of 2009. The unemployment rate dropped to
nearly 6% during the last quarter of 2011.
Compared to other metropolitan statistical areas (MSA) in Utah, Utah County’s unemployment
rate is near the mean. As of August 2011, Logan had the lowest unemployment rate in the state
(5.3%), then Salt Lake County (7.3%), Utah County (7.6%) followed closely by Ogden-Clearfield
(7.7%) and finally St. George with a rate hovering just above 9%. By December 2011, each MSA
had dropped significantly (at least one percent each).

Transportation
Roads and freeways
Utah County has a very developed road and freeway system as part of the Interstate15 corridor.
Most north-south travel is dependent upon I-15. State Street is a viable surface street alternative
for intra-county travel. The I-15 Core Project, which is designed to expand the freeway, replace
numerous aging bridges, and improve several interchanges, is reportedly halfway complete.24

22

Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED) “Civilian Unemployment Rate – UNRATE.” Accessed 24 October 2011 at
http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/UNRATE
23
Bureau of Labor Statistics, “Civilian labor force and unemployment by metropolitan area, seasonally adjusted.”
Accessed on 18 October 2011 at www.bls.gov/lau
24
http://www.i15core.utah.gov/progress.php, accessed 25 October 2011
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Unemployment rate in Utah
January 2000 - December 2011
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Figure 1. Utah County has the median unemployment rate of major metropolitan areas in Utah as of December 2011.
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Additionally, the “Pioneer Crossing” arterial, which connects American Fork in eastern Utah
County to Saratoga Springs and Eagle Mountain in western Utah County, opened in August
2010. This project greatly relieves congestion along Lehi’s Main Street which had previously
served as the primary access road to the cities in the west county. The Mountain View Corridor
(MVC), which connects Salt Lake County to northwestern Utah County, was also recently
completed.25 According to the UDOT MVC website, “the frontage road system consists of two
lanes in each direction with signalized intersections where MVC crosses local roads. Land is
preserved in the middle for future expansion. Initial construction began in February 2010 and
was completed in September 2011.”26 The long-term plan, which will be completed in phases,
will provide a freeway system adjacent to I-15 and I-215 and will connect to I-80 in the north
and I-15 in the south at Lehi.
The Provo West Connector will provide highway access to Provo Municipal Airport, connecting
first at the I-15 interchange at South University Avenue in Provo, traveling west to the Provo
Airport, and eventually connecting north in Orem, potentially at the University Parkway
freeway interchange. The project received federal executive environmental exemptions and fasttrack permit processing rights in the fall of 2011.27
Trains
As part of the continued expansion of public mass transit in Utah, the Utah Transit Authority
(UTA) and the Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) are working to complete the
extension of the Frontrunner commuter rail from Salt Lake Central Station to Provo’s future
intermodal hub by December 2012. The Frontrunner will share right of way along Union Pacific
rail lines and have stations in Lehi, American Fork, Orem, and Provo with a proposed future
station in Vineyard. When the Frontrunner project is completed, Utah County residents will be
able to travel north completely on rail all the way to Pleasant View in Weber County (nearly 90
miles).
Provo also has an Amtrak train station which services the California Zephyr line (San FranciscoChicago) twice daily. The station was renovated in 2002 and services approximately 14
passengers per day.28 The Frontrunner South line will not use the same station as Amtrak.
Air travel
Utah County currently has one mixed-use commercial/general aviation airport and two other
general aviation airports. Provo Municipal Airport recently began carrying daily nonstop air
service to Denver on Frontier Airlines. The commercial air market for this airport extends from
25

http://www.udot.utah.gov/mountainview/, accessed 25 October 2011.
Ibid.
27
“Provo Connector Road Expedited by President Obama.” Provo Daily Herald, 12 October 2011
28
“Amtrak Fact Sheet, Fiscal Year 2010 – State of Utah.” http://www.amtrak.com/pdf/factsheets/UTAH10.pdf
26
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the Point of the Mountain and south to Fillmore, Utah (Millard County). The airport also has
general aviation activities and houses the UVU Aviation School.
Other general aviation airports include Spanish Fork-Springville Airport and Jake Garn Airport
(Eagle Mountain).
Bus System
Public bus routes are provided by the Utah Transit Authority. UTA offers 20 different bus lines
serving most of the major communities in Utah County. Two bus lines (811 and 817) connect
Utah County with Salt Lake City or the Sandy TRAX line (light rail) at stops in cities adjacent to
I-15. Other lines, such as the 820 or 822, connect southern Utah County cities with Provo. It is
therefore possible to travel between Payson and Ogden entirely on public transport, but travel
time and transfers make it highly impractical.
Cities such as Eagle Mountain, Alpine, Highland, Cedar Hills, and Saratoga Springs have only
intermittent bus service.
The intermodal hub in Provo will offer Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) options in addition to its
normal bus service and train station. This system would offer dedicated lanes to BRT buses
which increase route speed and efficiency.29 UTA also claims that the BRT “will serve transit
markets that include Brigham Young University, Utah Valley University, existing and planned
student housing, major retail centers, employment centers, historic downtown Provo and two
major regional intermodal centers…[it] is anticipated to have ridership of 17,000 per day.”30
Education
Utah County is home to three school districts: Provo, Alpine, and Nebo. In 2010, the Provo
School District enrolled 17,082 students in 21 schools or educational programs.31 Of these
students, 6,573 (or 39%) are classified as “disadvantaged” and qualify for free or reduced lunch
prices.32
The Alpine School District includes much of northern Utah County, stretching from Orem to the
northern and western county lines. This district enrolled 66,100 students at 69 different

29

“Project Overview.” http://www.provo-oremrapidtransit.info/overview.htm, Accessed 25 October 2011
“Provo-Orem Bus Rapid Transit Project.” http://legacy.rideuta.com/projects/provoOremBRT/default.aspx,
Accessed 26 October 2011.
31
“District Summary – Membership.” http://www.provo.edu/dsreports/pdf/dsr-s3-2011.pdf.
Accessed 26 October 2011.
32
Ibid
30
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secondary schools during October 2010.33 Of these students, 17,571 (or 26%) are classified as
“disadvantaged” and qualify for free or reduced lunch prices.34
The Nebo School District includes much of southern Utah County from Springville to
Santaquin. Nebo has 40 schools with an enrollment of 29,976 students.35 Of these students,
11,025 (or 36%) are classified as “disadvantaged” and qualify for free or reduced lunch prices.36
In addition to the three public school systems, there are twenty charter schools in Utah
County.37
Housing Tenure
Table 5 (right) shows the number
of owner-occupied and vacant
homes for jurisdictions in Utah
County. Most cities have a
vacancy rate of less than 10% and
a few (Cedar Hills, Highland, and
Lindon) have less than a 4%
vacancy rate, meaning that
despite the recession and falling
home prices in the area, these
cities have maintained near
continuous occupancy rates.

Jurisdiction

Occupied

Vacant

Total

Percent
vacant

Alpine
American Fork
Cedar Fort
Cedar Hills
Eagle Mountain
Elk Ridge
Fairfield
Highland
Lehi
Lindon
Mapleton
Payson
Pleasant Grove
Salem
Santaquin
Saratoga Springs
Spanish Fork
Springville
Vineyard
Woodland Hills
Total

2,389
7,274
125
2,335
5,111
584
38
3,547
12,402
2,518
2,039
5,057
9,381
1,737
2,338
4,387
9,069
8,531
42
343
79,267

140
324
13
86
435
46
3
128
662
84
86
290
460
97
136
298
371
396
5
15
4,075

2,529
7,598
138
2,441
5,546
630
41
3,675
13,064
2,602
2,125
5,347
9,841
1,834
2,474
4,685
9,440
8,927
47
358
83,342

5.54
4.26
9.42
3.52
7.84
7.30
7.32
3.48
5.07
3.23
4.05
5.42
4.67
5.29
5.50
6.36
3.93
4.44
10.64
4.19
5.57

The U.S. Census collects data on
the number of persons living in
each home. Some cities have
vastly different numbers of
residents per home. Sixty-three
percent of the households in
Cedar Hills and Highland have
Table 5. Utah County home occupations and vacancies.
more than four individuals.
(U.S. Census 2010)
Springville’s homes, on the other hand, have a majority of families of up to three individuals.
Smaller towns such as Vineyard, Fairfield, and Cedar Fort also have households of fewer
33

“Alpine School District Enrollment History and Projection.” http://alpineschools.org/wp-content/asdcustom/administration/forms/EnrollmentHistory-Projections-2011.pdf. Page 8. Accessed 26 October 2011.
34
“Free and Reduced Price Lunch – October Survey – October 2010.” http://schools.utah.gov/data/EducationalData/Free-and-Reduced-Price-Lunch.aspx. Accessed 26 October 2011.
35
Ibid.
36
Ibid.
37
Utah Association of Public Charter Schools. http://www.utahcharters.org/schools/
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individuals. However, there is no clear trend for determining family size based upon
communities in Utah County.
According to U.S. Census data (located in Table 6, below), 72% of housing units in Utah County
are owned by mortgage. Only nine percent are owned free and clear. The remaining 55,113
individuals live in rental housing. Of the twenty cities under review, only one (Vineyard) has a
percent of home ownership by mortgage under 60%.

Jurisdiction

Total

Alpine
American Fork
Cedar Fort
Cedar Hills
Eagle Mountain
Elk Ridge
Fairfield
Highland
Lehi
Lindon
Mapleton
Payson
Pleasant Grove
Salem
Santaquin
Saratoga Springs
Spanish Fork
Springville
Vineyard
Woodland Hills
Total

9,555
25,980
368
9,796
21,415
2,436
119
15,523
47,300
10,004
7,941
18,202
33,458
6,423
9,108
17,762
33,859
29,347
76
1,344
300,016

Owned
w/mortgage
6,629
17,296
270
7,804
17,717
1,883
88
12,372
35,473
7,270
5,657
12,778
21,928
4,654
6,849
14,517
24,829
18,599
29
1,058
217,700
(72%)

%
69%
67%
73%
80%
83%
77%
74%
80%
75%
73%
71%
70%
66%
72%
75%
82%
73%
63%
38%
79%
72%

Owned
Free &
Clear
1,700
3,173
62
795
573
369
21
1,847
3,010
1,435
1,427
1,869
3,328
955
795
547
2,564
3,352
34
195
28,051
(9%)

Rented
1,226
5,511
36
2,026
3,125
184
10
1,304
8,817
1,299
857
3,555
8,202
814
1,464
2,698
6,466
7,396
32
91
55,113
(18%)

Table 6. Ownership and rental rates in Utah County. U.S. Census 2010.

Eagle Mountain leads the county in mortgaged-backed home ownership with 83% of all
housing units while 82% of Saratoga Springs’ housing stock is owned through a mortgage.
Since these cities were incorporated in the late 1990s, they have consistently attracted younger
residents seeking lower-priced single family homes. The median age in these two cities is only
21 years old. On average, 72% of the county‘s housing units are owned through a mortgage.
A divide begins to emerge between owners and renters when reviewing the racial profile of
housing occupants. In the city of American Fork, for example, four percent of homeowners are
minorities (Table 7, below). This number more than doubles when analyzing renters in
American Fork: nine percent of all renters come from a minority race or ethnic group. This trend
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holds true for all of Utah County’s cities – in every case, the percentage of non-white renters far
exceeds the percentage of minority homeowners. The city of Santaquin is the most extreme
example of an established community where the percent of minority renters is more than triple
the percentage of non-white homeowners (6% to 19%). The number of migrant workers,
especially Hispanics, has greatly increased over the last decade; most reside in the south part of
Utah County. 38 39 40
Affordable Housing Plans
Utah State Code Section 10-9a-403 requires an
affordable housing element for each
municipality’s general plan. Often, these
elements are also called the “Moderate-Income
Housing Element.” The state code requires
cities to “estimate…the need for the
development of additional moderate income
housing within the city, and [to] plan to
provide a realistic opportunity to meet
estimated needs for additional moderate
income housing if long-term projections for
land use and development occur.”41

Jurisdiction

Minority
homeowners

Minority
renters

Alpine
American Fork
Cedar Fort
Cedar Hills
Eagle Mtn
Elk Ridge
Fairfield
Highland
Lehi
Lindon
Mapleton
Payson
Pleasant Grove
Salem
Santaquin
Saratoga Springs
Spanish Fork
Springville
Vineyard
Woodland Hills

2%
4%
3%
4%
6%
2%
6%
3%
5%
4%
2%
6%
4%
2%
6%
4%
5%
5%
0%
2%

4%
9%
18%
5%
9%
2%
0%
5%
8%
10%
7%
12%
9%
3%
19%
8%
10%
11%
20%
10%

Cities are also required to “facilitate a
reasonable opportunity for a variety of housing,
including moderate income housing to meet the
needs of people desiring to live there [and] to
Table 7. Percentage of minority homeowners and
allow persons with moderate incomes to benefit renters in Utah County (U.S. Census 2010)
from and fully participate in all aspects of neighborhood and community life.”42 Additionally,
under Utah State Code Title 17C-1-102, cities are required to “[compare] the percentage of all
housing units within the city or town that are publicly subsidized income targeted housing
units to the percentage of all housing units within the whole county that are publicly subsidized

38

“Farm workers get new housing.” http://www.deseretnews.com/article/595086612/Farm-workers-get-newhousing.html
39
“County businesses learning about new migrant worker program.”
http://www.heraldextra.com/news/local/govt-and-politics/article_abec43ff-6f28-57c8-ba72-570fcfdc48fb.html
40
“Migrant farmworkers need help.”
http://www.abc4.com/news/local/story/Migrant-farmworkers-need-help/YInZSbkkSEm9WlzmcW3pcA.cspx
41
Utah State Code, Section 10-9a-403. “Municipal Land Use, Development, and Management Act: Plan
preparation.” http://le.utah.gov
42
Ibid.
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income targeted housing units.”43 This “fair share” plan purportedly helps all jurisdictions
balance the moderate-income housing so that no one city bears a larger burden in
accommodating persons needing affordable housing.
Of the 21 cities under review and including Utah County in this analysis, all but one jurisdiction
has some form of an affordable housing plan. However, while most cities have the plan in
conformity with state regulation, few of them offer specific, operational goals to enhance
affordable housing within their jurisdictional limits. Additionally, two cities’ plans (Mapleton
and Cedar Hills) are out of date, reaching back as far as the late 1990s. State statute 10-9a-403
was passed in 1998, meaning that despite a minimum of two general plan updates, cities have
not addressed housing needs in thirteen years of explosive growth in Utah. In another example,
Alpine has included a moderate income housing plan but stipulates that over 90% of residents
wish to keep the minimum lot size to 10,000 square feet; a majority do not wish to construct
multi-family apartments or condominiums within the city limits.44 The city also mentions that
even if affordable housing was available, the property values, lack of public transportation, and
lack of commercial districts would limit jobs and mobility for anyone of moderate income
wishing to move there.
While the case of Alpine is certainly extreme, the tendency found in this review of affordable
housing plans indicates that if the community is opposed to low-income housing, the city will
only make general efforts to encourage affordable housing rather than examining alternatives
and creating policies that actively promote various housing needs.
The following components are typical of affordable housing plans in Utah County. All are
direct quotes pulled from Affordable Housing plans within the individual city’s General Plan.
1. This Moderate Income Housing Element should be reviewed on an annual basis.
2. Encourage a mix of lot sizes and housing types in new residential developments so that
moderate income housing is properly integrated and not concentrated in one
development or area.
3. Work cooperatively with the Utah County Housing Authority to provide opportunities
for Section 8 rent assisted housing.
4. Continue to allow manufactured homes in all residential zones throughout the City.
5. Allow manufactured homes as an alternative to site-built homes.
6. A large portion of homes built…already meet the State’s requirements for moderate
income housing.
7. Will continue to allow moderate income housing through multi-family housing units,
manufactured homes, accessory apartments, and other types of moderate income
housing consistent with the character and nature of existing and future neighborhoods.
43

Utah State Code, Section 17C-1-102. “Limited Purpose Local Government Entities - Community Development and
Renewal Agencies Act: General Provisions Definitions”. http://le.utah.gov
44
“Alpine City General Plan.” (Page 39) http://www.alpinecity.org/PDF/GP%202-1-08.pdf
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Other, more innovative and specific policies from moderate income housing plans include:
1. The City may consider an “amnesty” type of program to encourage more residents that
have illegal accessory apartments in their homes to comply with current ordinances and
register the apartment with the City.
2. The annexation of additional territory to the City with proposed densities which are
suitable for the development of moderate income housing units.
3. Encourage half of new housing to be affordable moderate income housing.
4. Consideration of waiving construction related fees generally imposed by the
municipality.
5. Explore incentives for moderate income housing in the community for public safety
employees.
Affordable Housing Study – 2010
Mountainland Association of Governments commissioned an affordable housing study in 2010
for Utah County. The study reviewed housing affordability, cost burdens, and a needs
assessment as well as housing supply estimates, trends and characteristics. Some of the major
findings of that study include45:
1. A significant housing trend over the past decade has been the increasing share of owneroccupied units. Ninety-two percent of all new residential units were single-family
homes, twin homes, townhomes and condominiums. Only 8 percent (or 3,200) of all new
residential units built since 2000 have been apartment units.
2. There are an estimated 24,000 non-student renter households in Utah County. Nearly 15
percent of all non-student renter households are living in rent-assisted units.
3. Residential construction in Utah County hit an all-time peak of 6,900 new units in 2006.
The housing boom peaked in most other counties in 2005, but in Utah County the boom
was prolonged, continuing for a year beyond other major counties. The contraction in
housing in Utah County however, was swift and severe with housing permits dropping
by 80 percent, falling from 6,900 permits in 2006 to a low of 1,415 permits in 2008.
4. Sales of condominiums, townhomes and twin homes, an important source of affordable
housing, have declined by over 30 percent since the peak year of 2006. Total sales in 2009
were 1,226 units compared with 1,828 units in 2006. Sales data through September
indicate that sales of condominiums, townhomes and twin homes will be down about 10
percent in 2010.

45

Housing Market Assessment: Utah County. Bureau of Economic and Business Research (BEBR), 2010.
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5. Mortgage foreclosures and delinquencies will continue to exert downward pressure on
home and condominium prices. In the first quarter of 2010 an estimated 5.5 percent of all
mortgages in Utah County were 90-plus days delinquent. This financial stress is
reflected in the short-sale activity. Twenty percent of all homes sold in Utah County
through the first three quarters of 2010 were short sales.
6. Affordable homeownership opportunities are scarce for low-income households. Only
5.6 percent of the combined single-family homes and condominiums sold in Utah
County over the past five years were affordable to low-income households.
Share of Homes and Condominiums Sold That Were
Affordable to Selected Income Groups
(Units Sold 2006–2010)*

Median
Income

Moderate
Low
Very Low
Income
Income
Income
≤80% AMI ≤50% AMI ≤30% AMI

Single-Family

53.0%

32.4%

3.9%

0.4%

Condominium

87.6%

67.8%

11.2%

0.5%

Combined

61.4%

41.0%

5.6%

0.4%

*Units sold through third quarter 2010. Condominiums include townhomes and twin homes.

Source: Wasatch Front Regional Multiple Listing Service.
Table 8. Affordable homeownership opportunities are scarce for low- and very-low income households.

7.

8.

In Utah County affordability,
overcrowding, and severe cost
burdens are much more serious
problems for renters than for owners.
In 2009 only 2,000 owner households
experienced overcrowding compared
with 2,800 renter households. Seven
percent of all renter households have
overcrowding compared with only 2
percent of owner households. Nearly
half of all renter households with
overcrowding have incomes ≤50
percent AMI.
Home ownership is relatively
affordable in Utah County. A very
high percent of homes and

Household Income by AMI Level for
Utah County
Year

Median

80% AMI 50% AMI 30% AMI

2006

$56,000

$44,800

$28,000

$16,800

2007

$56,400

$45,120

$28,200

$16,920

2008

$60,000

$48,000

$30,000

$18,000

2009

$62,900

$50,320

$31,450

$18,870

2010

$65,100

$52,080

$32,550

$19,530

2011

$66,200

$52,950

$33,100

$19,850

2012

$67,100

$53,700

$33,550

$20,150

Source: Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of
Utah and HUD income estimate.
Table 9. Household income by AMI level
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condominiums sold are affordable to median- and moderate-income households.
9. The most critical housing need is additional rental units with rents ≤45 percent AMI:
$500 for a one-bedroom unit, $600 for a two-bedroom one-bath unit, $700 for a threebedroom unit. New units at these rents would be almost exclusively tax credit units. Salt
Lake County has a rental market of 110,000 rental units and 8,000 tax-credit units. Utah
County has 26,000 rental units and 980 tax credit units. If Utah County had a similar
ratio of tax credit units to rental inventory as Salt Lake County, it would have 1,800 tax
credit units – nearly double the current level.
10. Additional affordable rental units are needed to reduce the housing cost burden and
relieve overcrowding for low- and very-low-income family, single-parent, elderly and
disabled renters. For each group the demand for affordable units exceeds supply.
Affordable Home Prices by Income Category for
Utah County

Year

Affordability
Affordability
Affordability
Affordability
for Household at for Household at for Household at for Household at
Median Income
80% AMI
50% AMI
30% AMI

2006

$206,284

$165,060

$103,141

$57,447

2007

$209,335

$167,468

$104,584

$62,716

2008

$230,701

$184,561

$115,436

$69,296

2009

$255,473

$204,381

$127,732

$76,641

2010

$281,012

$224,926

$140,506

$84,420

2012 (estimated)

$240,814

$192,651

$120,407

$72,244

Source: Bureau of Economic and Business Research, University of Utah and HUD income estimate.
Table 10. Affordable home prices by income category. Year 2012 was estimated using BEBR's formula with
HUD's 2012 income levels.

Table 10 demonstrates a 14% decrease in the price of affordable homes in the area between 2010
and 2012. During the same time period, the median income increased 2.9%, while the 80-, 50-,
and 30% income levels increased 3%, 2.9%, and 3% respectively. This provides lower income
individuals with greater spending power in purchasing an affordable home.
Within Utah County, additional affordable rental units are needed to reduce the housing cost
burden and relieve overcrowding for low- and very-low income family, single parent, elderly,
and disabled renters. For each group the demand for affordable units exceeds supply. While
there is unmet need and increasing demand for affordable rental units for special needs
populations, this demand is relatively small when compared with the need for additional
affordable units for families. Furthermore, some special needs populations, such as the elderly,
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have a disproportionate share of assisted units. One third of all elderly low- and very-low
income renters live in subsidized units.
In addition to the current pent-up demand for affordable rental units created by several
thousand severely cost-burdened renters, demographic and economic growth will create the
need for an additional 100 to 125 affordable rental units ≤ 45 percent AMI annually over the
next four years. Overall, the demand for rental units will increase in Utah County at about one
percent annually. For the non-student renter market, a one percent rate of growth creates
demand for an additional 250 units, of which 100 to 125 should be affordable to households at ≤
45 percent AMI.

Section II: Visual description of housing trends in Utah County
One of the best ways to convey information about housing trends and potential impediments to
fair housing is through the use of maps. MAG has created the following maps to give a visual
reference to some of the data reported in Section I.
The impetus for the creation of these maps was based upon work done by the Bureau of
Economic and Business Research (BEBR) at the University of Utah during the course of the 2010
Sustainable Communities Grant. Housing trends are illustrated from the following sources of
data: U.S. Census, the Utah Department of Workforce Services, the Utah County Housing
Authority, BEBR, the Utah Transit Authority, and MAG.

Source credit: Photo 2. "Baled hay in Utah County"
Wikimedia commons: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Baled_hay_in_Utah_Valley.jpg
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Figure 2. Housing units by census tract.

Total housing units in Utah County by Census Tract
Figure 2 is a visual representation of the population growth in Utah County over the last ten years.
Typically, the areas with the highest concentration of housing units (denoted in red) are found along
the I-15 corridor. Beginning with Payson in the south, there are pockets of red in each major
economic hub of the county. Payson, Spanish Fork, Provo, Orem, Pleasant Grove, American Fork,
and Lehi all have census tracts with more than 1,528 units. Conversely, cities without freeway
access or which lack a business base such as Goshen, Salem, Mapleton, or Alpine have a lower total
number of housing units.
Eagle Mountain and Saratoga Springs are the exception to this rule and have the first and second
highest homeownership rates in the county, respectively. Eagle Mountain, for example, has only one
realistic major access road through State Road 73. However, the city has experienced significant
growth since its incorporation in 1997, and nearly all of those units are single family homes. With a
population of 21,000 and assuming 3.48 persons per household, each census tract in Eagle Mountain
has over 2,000 homes.46 Because of the extremely low average age in Eagle Mountain and the fact
that there are few businesses in the town, most workers must commute to other economic centers in
Salt Lake or Utah County. Saratoga Springs is five miles closer to the freeway and directly benefits
from the new Pioneer Crossing expressway (see Section I: Transportation). Saratoga Springs also has
a low average age and a larger commercial base.
As a benchmark in south Utah County, Woodland Hills and Elk Ridge both host a large proportion
of homes relative to the distance their communities rest from the freeway. Neither have a
commercial base. However, Woodland Hills has the third highest average age in the county and has
significantly higher home values. The average market value of a home in Woodland Hills is
$335,165.47 Eagle Mountain’s average home value is $174,491, 52% less expensive than Woodland
Hills.48
Also in the south area of Utah County, the city of
City
Median home price
Santaquin has a low number of housing units (less than
Mapleton
$359,900
605 in one tract and less than 1,097 in another) despite
Payson
186,300
growing nearly 89% in population since the year 2000. The Salem
251,800
Santaquin
195,900
median home price in that city ($195,900) is $3,000 greater
Spanish Fork
209,700
than the benchmark of affordability in this study
Springville
203,500
($192,651). It is encouraging that homes have remained
Table 11. Median home prices (2010) of homes in
relatively affordable in Santaquin despite the lower
south Utah County cities. Source: U.S. Census
number of units and the huge increase in population.

46

U.S. Census Quickfacts – Utah County. Accessed March 5, 2012.
Based on data from the Utah County Assessor’s Office, 2011.
48
Ibid.
47
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Figure 3. Percent share of rental housing by census tract, 2011.

Percent share of rental housing by Census Tract
Figure 3 provides a stark contrast to Figure 2. Whereas Figure 2 examines total housing units, Figure
3 shows the total percentage of rental housing per census tract. Again, there is a significant trend
toward rental housing along the I-15 corridor with the most concentrated rental housing units in
Provo and to a slightly lesser degree in Orem. The greatest contrast between total housing units and
percentage of rental housing exists in Eagle Mountain and Saratoga Springs. These cities have the
highest total number of housing units (Figure 2) but have a low percentage of the total share of the
county’s rental housing (Figure 3). The foothill cities of Elk Ridge, Woodland Hills, Salem, Mapleton,
Lindon, Cedar Hills, Highland, and Alpine have a disproportionately lower share of the county’s
rental housing units.
One potential explanation for this result is the amount of student renters concentrated in Provo and
Orem. Brigham Young University (BYU) has 24,539 single, undergraduate students which are
contractually required to live within a two mile radius of the BYU campus.49 Of those students, 4,170
have received waivers to this rule or are in non-compliance, meaning that 20,369 students live
within a short distance of BYU campus.50 This renter capacity accounts for approximately 18% of
Provo’s total population and does not include married or graduate students who also attend the
university.51
Similarly, Orem hosts Utah Valley University. While this school is admittedly a commuter campus,
its presence largely influences a number of multi-family and “student only” apartment complexes in
the area.52 With a student population of 32,000, affordable rental housing has become a priority in
the area.
City
Minimum lot size (ft2)
Highland
20,000-40,000
Outlying cities with low rental densities may have
Alpine
10,000
city ordinances that prevent lot sizes below a certain
Cedar Hills
8,000-9,000
level. Thus, rental units would have to come solely
3,000 (high density);
Lindon
through accessory apartments; otherwise, rental units
most zones are 20,000
are not zoned for the city. Particularly among
Table 12. Density requirements for foothill cities north of
Orem.
“foothill” cities, or those that lay at the base of the
eastern mountains, zone restrictions make multi-family housing almost impossible. Lindon, however, has
taken steps to encourage future rental units by zoning an area near the freeway for high-density

49

BYU Off-campus housing report Winter 2012.
http://housing.byu.edu/offcampus/documents/Winter2012Information.pdf. This figure only includes single
undergraduate students, meaning that the housing market in Provo is likely inflated with more married students
and/or graduate students in apartments.
50
Ibid.
51
Ibid.
52
Martha Wilson, “Preparing for Success at UVU,” 2011. http://blogs.uvu.edu/blog/2011/08/preparing-forsuccess-at-uvu/
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residential. These units include “124 single family homes with an average lot size of 10,000 square feet as
well as 54 twin home units for retirement age individuals with a density of 6.75 units per acre.” 53

53

Email correspondence between Andrew Nelson, AI principal author, and Adam Cowie, Planning Director for
Lindon City, on March 6, 2012.
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Figure 4. Price distribution of homes in Utah County

Price distribution of homes in Utah County
As of the 2010 Census, the median home price in Utah County was $233,800 while HUD’s area
income limit was $65,100. For 2012, MAG estimates the affordable price of a home for a family
of four at 80% AMI at $192,65154. Using the 2011 figures shown in Figure 4, we see significant
clusters of affordable homes in Lehi, American Fork, Pleasant Grove, Provo, Orem, Springville,
Spanish Fork, and Payson.
While there seem to be general trends regarding the market value of a home based on a visual
analysis of Figure 4, it is important to note that each city does have clusters of home values
within the MAG-defined affordable range.
As seen with Figure 3, the larger lot sizes in the foothill cities also correspond with greater home
values demonstrated in Figure 4. There is a significant change in home value between the cities
that have direct access to I-15 and those that rest along the foothills.
Also significant from this map is the rural land to the east of West Mountain (the area north of
Payson and Salem, located in the bottom right image). Most of this land is unincorporated Utah
County; however, there is a significant distribution of all home values throughout this area.
This is also similarly true for rural Cedar Fort (Figure 4’s upper left image).

Source credit: Photo 3 “Utah Valley”: Dan Ransom (www.danransom.com)
54

See the Appendix for assumptions and calculation
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Figure 5. Minority Share of Affordable Homes in Utah County

Minority share of affordable homes in Utah County
This map demonstrates the number of affordable homes which are owned by minorities.55
According to HUD, a minority is defined as “a racial or ethnic group, members of which have
been subjected to prejudice or cultural bias by virtue of belonging to the group, without regard
to individual qualities. Such groups include, but are not limited to: African Americans, Hispanic
Americans, Native Americans, and Asian-Pacific Americans.”56
Based upon this definition, Utah County is extremely homogenous. Only five cities in Utah
County have populations with residents less than 90% white. These include Provo (84.8%),
Orem (84.5%), Vineyard (86.3%), Genola (86.3%), and Santaquin (89.3%). Figure 5 shows this
concentration between 21-28%, particularly south Provo and central Orem. Southern Utah
County also has a concentration of minorities between 16-20% near Santaquin and 11-15% in the
surrounding cities.
Minorities in the south part of the county face significant housing shortages when considering
Figure 5. Figure 5 shows a minority concentration of 1,897 individuals in Santaquin, or 20.7% of
the city’s entire population. Provo, which also has a high concentration of minorities, has 14,500
minority individuals, or 12.8% of the population. The same ratio in Orem yields a 14% minority
concentration.
Santaquin and Payson have a greater
amount of minorities in their
populations compared to other cities
in the county. At the same time, they
also have one of the lowest housing
unit-per-tract ratios in the county.
Not only are there proportionally
more minorities in Santaquin or
Payson compared to other Utah
County cities, but there are also fewer
housing units available for them.
Table 13 demonstrates these ratios
compared to other cities in Utah
County.

Population

Minority Minority
pop.
ratio
Provo
112,488
14,500
12.8%
Orem
88,328
14,898
16.8%
Payson
18,294
4,210
23.0%
Saratoga Springs
17,781
2,580
14.5%
Cedar Hills
9,796
607
6.1%
Alpine
9,555
164
1.7%
Santaquin
9,128
1,897
20.7%
Table 13. Minority ratios for select Utah County cities based
upon data collected for Figure 5. Cities are grouped together
by benchmarks. Saratoga Springs was selected as a population
benchmark for Payson due to the two cities’ relatively
equivalent populations. Cedar Hills and Alpine were also
selected as population benchmarks for Santaquin because of
their relatively equivalent populations.

Ample evidence suggests that the surge of minorities in south Utah County is due to the
number of migrant workers who come to the area for seasonal work in the area’s many farms
55

This data concerns minority share of affordable homes only and not minority share of rental units.
HUD Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity. http://www.hud.gov/offices/adm/hudclips/notices/fheo/972fheo.txt, accessed 26 March 2012.
56
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and orchards.57 According to the Utah Farmworker Program58, Utah County has migrant
farmworkers throughout the county with the highest concentration of seasonal workers (who
live on site year-round and work when the season allows) around the Payson/Santaquin area as
well as some in the Orem and Provo area. Many migrant workers move into the area
surrounding Genola during the cherry, pear, and peach harvests.
Depending on the crop, most other migrant farmworkers usually arrive about May and leave
between September and November. Migrant crop workers that work the other orchard crops
tend to stay longer and mostly return to their primary homes in Texas, Arizona, or Mexico.
Cherry workers are usually in the area for two to four weeks at the end of June and beginning
of July and move on to Idaho, Oregon, and Washington. Sorting house workers can work from
July through January, depending on the crop. “H2A59” workers coming to help with calving are
typically in the area for approximately four weeks in the spring. H2A farmworkers laboring at
Thanksgiving Point and nurseries return to Mexico at the end of their contracts.
The National Center for Farmworker Health60 asserts that “farmworker housing is often
substandard or non-existent. The housing that does exist is often very overcrowded, and lacks
adequate sanitation and working appliances, and contains severe structural defects. Under
these conditions, many farmworkers are unable to store food safely, prepare a warm meal, or
even shower after a long day of working the fields.” This information is corroborated by Corrie
K. Hout, Program Manager for the Utah Farmworker Program. Housing accommodations for
H2A workers varies among sheepherder one-man trailers, apartments, manufactured housing,
and houses. Their housing is reviewed by the Department of Workforce Services61. Seasonal
workers typically live in manufactured housing, or “farm housing” such as trailers, old houses,
sheds, and apartments. Migrant farmworkers who stay longer usually reside in farm housing
that is not fit for habitation or camp under the trees in the orchards they work in. The Housing
Authority of Utah County owns and manages the Spring Lake Apartment Complex, a 13-unit
complex built specifically for individuals who receive the majority of their income from
agriculture and who pay approximately 30% of their adjusted gross income as rent. However,
according to the Utah Farmworker Program62, this housing is not used because workers are
unaware it exists, many undocumented workers ineligible, and many feel obligated to rent from
57

Email correspondence with Corrie K. Hout, Program Manager, Utah Farmworker Program and Utah Pesticide
Program on April 5, 2012.
58
Email correspondence with Corrie K. Hout, Program Manager, Utah Farmworker Program and Utah Pesticide
Program on April 5, 2012.
59
H2A is a guest-worker visa issued to individuals brought in from foreign countries to do a specific agricultural
job.
60
National Center for Farmworker Health “Facts About Farmworkers” Facts Sheet
http://www.ncfh.org/docs/fs-Facts%20about%20Farmworkers.pdf
61
The Department of Workforce Services contact in charge of renewing “H2A” housing is Vint Degraw:
vdegraw@utah.gov.
62
Email correspondence with Corrie K. Hout, Program Manager, Utah Farmworker Program and Utah Pesticide
Program on April 5, 2012.
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their employers out of fear that they would not be allowed to work if they lived somewhere
else.
Barriers to Securing Adequate Housing. At this time, there are no specifically designated Migrant
Health Centers in Utah County. The closest locations are in Salt Lake City and Midvale. A
prevalence of illiteracy, fear, and lack of education are the main barriers to farmworkers’
securing adequate housing. According to the Utah Farmworker Program, about 95% of
farmworkers in Utah are undocumented. The National Agricultural Workers Survey63 states
that “the median level of completed education was sixth grade, with the majority (38 percent) of
farmworkers completing fourth to seventh grades.” Furthermore, “nearly three-quarters of U.S.
farmworkers earn less than $10,000 per year and three out of five farmworker families have
incomes below the poverty level.”
Farmworker Housing Resources (Contact Person):
1. Centro Hispano in Provo
2. Migrant HeadStart in Genola
3. Community Heath Connect in Provo (Dodd Greer)
4. Department of Workforce Service in Salt Lake City (Vint Degraw)
5. Nebo School District: Migrant Education K-12 (Wade Menlove)
6. Utah Migrant & Seasonal Farmworker Coalition Conference
7. Payson Farmworker Appreciation Day – (July 5, 2012)
8. The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Rural Housing Service, the Department of Labor,
and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development all provide housing
services to migrants and can be contacted with farmworker housing questions.
Source credit: Photo 4.
American Fork.
americanforkutah.net.
Accessed 25 April 2012.

63

The National Center for Farmworker Health, Inc.’s National Agricultural Workers Survey (NAWS)
http://www.ncfh.org/?pid=5
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Figure 6. Section 8 vouchers in Utah County

Section 8 Vouchers in Utah County
In areas served by the Utah County Housing Authority, the bulk of Section 8 recipients live in
cities with populations greater than 25,000.
Data for the city of Provo is not
included in this map because
the Provo City Housing
Authority administers its own
Section 8 program.
Additionally, Provo is part of a
different CDBG entitlement
jurisdiction and is not directly
evaluated in this analysis of
impediments. However, the
Provo Housing Authority
independently confirmed 883
Section 8 voucher holders
under their administration,
meaning Provo has over
double the number of Section 8
recipients than its neighboring
city of Orem.64

City

Population
(2010)

HUD Median Income

Orem
Pleasant Grove
Springville
Spanish Fork
American Fork
Payson
Lehi
Lindon
Santaquin
Eagle Mtn
Mapleton
Salem
Saratoga Springs
Alpine
Total

88,328
33,509
29,466
34,691
26,263
18,294
47,407
10,070
9,128
21,415
7,979
6,423
17,781
9,555
-

Median
Income
$67,100
$50,738
$63,421
$55,487
$59,348
$69,167
$54,733
$67,999
$78,385
$59,836
$62,963
$64,479
$67,301
$68,500
$107,773
-

# of Section
8 Vouchers
407
135
124
96
78
66
56
14
10
9
3
3
2
2
1005

Table 14. Utah County Housing Authority Section 8 vouchers by
city (excludes Provo).

Of the 14 cities listed in Table 14, six of them have area incomes greater than the 2012 HUDestablished area median (American Fork, Lehi, Lindon, Salem, Saratoga Springs, and Alpine).
These six cities make up only 15.5% of all the Section 8 vouchers distributed through the Utah
County Housing Authority. Furthermore, these cities have a large range of different
populations and are geographically spread throughout the county.
A regression model of the Section 8 vouchers, population, and the median income of each city
reveals a significant relationship between these variables (Prob >F=<.0001, F-ratio=23.11,
R2=0.876). For every unit increase in population, the number of Section 8 voucher holders will
increase. In this model, a city’s median income is not significant (prob>|t|=0.72).
There are also relatively few voucher holders who live west of I-15 in cities such as Cedar Fort,
Fairfield, Eagle Mountain, Saratoga Springs, and Lehi, Vineyard, Goshen, Genola, and
unincorporated Utah County.

64

Email correspondence between Andrew Nelson (MAG) and Cindy Daley (PCHA) on 20 March 2012.
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Figure 7. Section 8 vouchers, employment, and transit systems in Utah County

Section 8 Vouchers, employment, and transit systems in Utah County
Figure 7 overlays three different data sets on the same map. First, the thick black lines represent
major bus lines in the county. Several buses, including lines 801, 802, 811, and 817 provide
service from Utah County into the Salt Lake Valley. From these buses, most commuters can
connect with the Front Runner North commuter rail, TRAX light rail system or other bus
networks. Additionally, the Utah Transit Authority offers Salt Lake connection bus service from
other Utah County cities, including American Fork, Lindon, and Pleasant Grove.
Bus transit to south Utah County is serviced by routes 820 and 822. These buses take passengers
from Payson to the BYU campus in Provo. At times, the 822 will also go as far south as
Santaquin. However, these trips are irregular (only three trips per day at peak commute hours).
Route 850 travels along State Street and can take passengers from downtown Lehi to downtown
Provo.
Provo and Orem both have extensive bus networks within their city limits that allow access to
commercial districts and major concentrations of housing. However, a lack of public
transportation in other cities may force lower-income individuals to live in Provo and Orem.
Table 15 shows the major bus routes and their service frequency. The cities in parentheses
represent different points from which the bus line starts or ends its route. For example, line 802
leaves Provo twice daily but returns four times, whereas it has an equal coverage of 5 trips per
day to and from American Fork.
Weekday Frequency
Northbound
Southbound

Bus Route

Primary access route

801

Provo to Salt Lake City

3

3

1:26

802

Provo to Salt Lake City

2 (Provo)
5 (Am. Fork)

5 (Am. Fork)
4 (Provo)

1:44

803

North Utah County to SLC

2

2

1:30

804

Lindon to Salt Lake City

2

2

1:23

805

Payson to Salt Lake City

2

2

1:24

806

Eagle Mtn to Salt Lake City

2

2

1:12

807

Pleasant Grove to SLC

2

2

1:14

808

Payson to UVU

2

2

0:41

810

Am. Fork to UofU in SLC

2

2

1:53

811

Travel time

Utah County to Sandy

24

26

1:04

817

Salt Lake County

4

4

1:09

820

South Utah County

9

9

0:31

822

Payson to BYU in Provo

13 (Payson)
3 (Santaquin)

13 (Payson)
2 (Santaquin)

0:56

850

Lehi to Provo via State Street

25

27

1:07

Table 15. Major UTA bus service in Utah County. Bolded routes take more than 1:15 to complete their circuit.
Data based on information from www.rideuta.com.
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Bus lines with travel times greater than 1:15 are bolded. These longer commutes may play an
important role in the decision making of workers needing a cost effective and efficient way to
travel to work. Whereas the bus rides listed in Table 15 average one hour and 13 minutes, the
state of Utah’s Commuterlink website indicates that the average Provo to Salt Lake City trip by
car using I-15 only takes 34 minutes.65
Based upon the
current bus routes, it
is possible for
holders of Section 8
Vouchers to use
public transit
systems to commute
to work places in
Utah or Salt Lake
County, but it is not
convenient.
Traveling from the
most southernserviced city in Utah
County (Santaquin)
to Salt Lake City, for
example, would
require four transfers
(buses 822, 831, 811
and TRAX line 701)
and is prohibitively
long at just under
four hours of
commute one way.

Route
Service Area
830 Provo, Orem
811 Provo, Orem, American Fork, Lehi, Draper,
Sandy
832 Provo, Orem
850 Provo, Orem, Lindon, Pleasant Grove,
American Fork, Lehi
831 Provo, Orem
822 Santaquin, Payson, Salem, Spanish Fork,
Springville, Provo (BYU)
862 Orem
833 Provo
802 Provo, Orem, American Fork, Lehi, Salt Lake

AVG
3340
1938
1691
1385
950
640
639
453
411

817 Provo (BYU), Orem (UVU), American Fork,
Sandy

332

801 Provo, Orem, Salt Lake
820 Spanish Fork, Springville, Provo (BYU)

316
257

807 Pleasant Grove, Cedar Hills, Alpine, Highland,
Salt Lake

184

804 Orem, American Fork, Lehi, Salt Lake

182

805 Payson, Spanish Fork, Springville, Salt Lake

181

810 Orem, American Fork, Lehi, Salt Lake (U of U)

165

803 Orem, American Fork, Lehi, Salt Lake

158

808 Payson, Spanish Fork, Springville, Orem (UVU)

139

Even within Utah
806 Eagle Mountain, Saratoga Springs, Salt Lake
136
County, cross-county
F868 American Fork, Cedar Hills, Alpine, Highland
39
travel is greatly
Table 16. Average monthly ridership per bus route, January 2010-December 2011. Source: Utah
limited. Many of the Transit Authority.
north/south bus
lines leave only twice a day for peak commute times to Salt Lake. Even residents in Provo
commuting to Salt Lake City face nearly two hours of extra travel time per day if they use UTA’s

65

Commuterlink.utah.gov/traveltime.aspx. Accessed 19 March 2012.
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buses.66 The remaining lines have relatively regular service, but upon arriving in a city such as
American Fork or Lehi, there are no alternative transportation systems to increase mobility
within that individual city. Lower income individuals who are dependent upon public
transportation to travel to work or carry out normal business activities are generally unable to
do so outside of Provo and Orem.
With the completion of the Front Runner South commuter rail line, passengers may be able to
complete the 45-mile journey between Provo and Salt Lake City in approximately the same
amount of time as a freeway commute.67 Front Runner South is the extension line of the Front
Runner North commuter train. To compare, the TRAX is a light-rail tram which reaches max
speeds of 50 miles per hour while the Front Runner travels at a max speed of 79 miles per hour.
The Front Runner will also begin servicing one of the fastest growing economic areas of the
county (Lehi/American Fork). However, it is important to point out that Figure 7 demonstrates
a large disparity between the concentrations of low wage jobs in Utah County’s economic hubs.
While Lehi/American Fork each have a maximum of 14,148 low wage jobs, Provo/Orem can
sustain up to 56,000 each. Thus, while Lehi/American Fork in the north and
Springville/Spanish Fork in the south are each becoming economic hubs in their own right, the
commercial center of the county remains in the Provo/Orem area. The Front Runner will
particularly facilitate the movement of people into and out of these cities.
The Utah Transit Authority anticipates lengthening the Front Runner South line as far as
Payson in the south, but as of the date thus document was authored, it is undetermined.68

66

Traveling from Provo to SLC on lines 801 or 802 is an average of one hour and 35 minutes. Given that the
Commuterlink projection for the same commute is 34 minutes, an individual may travel an extra hour each
direction for their daily commute.
67
Front Runner South FAQs page http://www.rideuta.com/mc/?page=Projects-FrontLines2015-FrontRunnerSouthFAQs. Accessed 19 March 2012.
68
“About FrontRunner.” http://www.rideuta.com/mc/?page=FrontRuner-AboutFrontRunner. Accessed 26 March
2012.
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Figure 8. Affordable housing, transit systems, and low wage jobs in Utah County

Affordable homes, low wage jobs, and transit systems
Figure 8 looks at low wage jobs and transit systems while controlling for affordable housing
units. Similar to Figure 7, this map demonstrates that several areas of the county do not have
access to regular public transport systems. However, many of these regions lack affordable
housing and do not have many low wage jobs. Alpine, Highland, Cedar Hills, Eagle Mountain,
Fairfield, Cedar Fort, Woodland Hills, Elk Ridge, Goshen, Genola, and Mapleton all have very
few employers in them. At the same time, Salem has a large pocket of affordable homes and has
only one bus line that passes through the city. No bus lines connect with rural unincorporated
Utah County.
Generally speaking, a city closer to I-15 has more affordable housing and more low-wage jobs
than a city that is farther away. These cities also have more transportation options available to
residents. Take, for example, northern Utah County. Fairfield and Cedar Fort have small
pockets of affordable homes but nearly no low-wage jobs. By moving east to Eagle Mountain (or
west from Alpine), suddenly the number of jobs increases to somewhere between 51 and 243.
Eagle Mountain also has a much larger population and more affordable housing. Alpine has a
small concentration of affordable housing units in its city center area.
Stepping one city closer to I-15 either east or west, Saratoga Springs and Highland each are
colored a slightly darker pink and again have more homes under $192,000. Finally, both Lehi
and American Fork have direct freeway access. Both of these cities have between 2,600 and
4,700 low wage jobs in them.
This analysis combines and solidifies what has been discussed about prior maps. Cities further
from I-15 are almost entirely commuter cities, both in terms of commuting for work but also in
traveling greater distances for services. A person with a low wage job living in an affordable
housing unit likely faces significant difficulty in traveling to work and purchasing goods and
services. Relatively few minorities live in areas with these sorts of characteristics.

Section III: Community Fair Housing Survey
In February 2012, Mountainland Association of Governments (MAG) conducted a fair housing
survey in partnership with the Romney Institute of Public Management at Brigham Young
University. The survey solicited responses regarding fair housing in Utah County from local
government officials, public housing agencies, tenants, nonprofit professionals, neighborhood
representatives, realtors, landlords, and citizens. The survey was distributed two ways. First,
MAG’s homepage featured a link to the survey. This link was live from February 16, 2012 to
March 7, 2012. Second, a team of master’s level students at the Romney Institute used a targeted
email list including over 350 professionals in local government or nonprofits which have clients
dealing with housing issues.
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A total of 130 individuals took the survey. The survey includes both quantitative and qualitative
data. After data cleaning, the survey team determined that 94 respondents’ answers were
complete enough for further analysis. Major findings of the survey are described below. The
complete survey instrument, codebook, and report are included as Appendix A to this
document.
Limitations
It is important to note due to the number of usable survey responses, (94,) the fair housing
survey cannot claim statistical significance. The sample population is too small and spread
across too many cities and different types of organizations to be taken as a true representation
of the opinions of Utah County residents in general. The survey’s value lies as a benchmark of
expert opinions of government officials, nonprofit professionals, and other housing specialists.
Questions relating to discrimination
The primary purpose
of conducting the
survey was to
determine
relationships between
the eight protected
classes and various
forms of
discrimination. Table
17 depicts the survey
Table 17. Discrimination based upon the protected classes in the last twelve months.
responses which
illustrate that while the overwhelming majority of the sample indicated that they were not
aware or that they had not experienced any housing-related concerns in the last twelve months,
a portion of respondents indicated discrimination “sometimes” based upon race and familial
status.69 Seventeen respondents observed discrimination based upon color or national origin
using the same index.
The survey team looked at each protected class to determine how many respondents indicated
if discrimination was occurring in their jurisdiction or city of residence. Discriminating against
the protected classes of religion and source of income were the least-cited forms of
discrimination (2.95 and 2.9 percent, respectively). Race and familial status were the most
frequently reported forms of discrimination (each at 7.5%). However, these variables also have
the greatest range between the lowest and highest confidence interval, suggesting more
69

Determined by indexing “very often”, “regularly”, and “sometimes”.
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unreliability than other variables with a more narrow difference. Table 18 (below) summarizes
these results.

Discrimination

Low

High

Any discrimination
Race
Gender
Familial status
Disability
National origin
Religion
Color
Source of income

7.5%
7.5
3.8
7.5
4.7
6.6
2.95
4.7
2.9

24.4%
24.4
18.1
24.4
23.1
23.1
16.4
19.7
16.6

Difference
17
16.9
14.3
16.9
18.4
16.5
13.45
15
13.7

Table 18. Confidence intervals measuring discrimination based upon the eight protected
classes. Percentages based upon a 95% confidence level. This means that we are 95%
confident that respondents have observed discrimination at a percentage between the low
and high intervals. For example, we are 95% confident that between 2.95 and 16.4% of all
respondents have observed some sort of religious housing discrimination.

Using “heat map” technology, the survey team created a set of questions that allowed users to
generally select an area of their city where they knew of discrimination. The survey allows
analysts to produce a binary response code to that question in which “no click = 0” and “any
click = 1”. Respondents are allowed to change the location on the map as often as desired to be
as accurate as possible. However, there is no way to recall a data point if a respondent
accidentally clicked the map. Based on these results, our sample shows that between 5.8
percent and 20.6 percent of respondents are aware of some specific neighborhoods within the
city that have experienced housing discrimination problems within the last 12 months.
Respondents were also allowed to select any location in Utah County generally where they
believe the greatest amount of housing discrimination occurs (in any protected class). Figure 9
(below) shows responses to this particular question. Survey takers were asked to avoid
indicating Provo and Orem because those two cities are in their own CDBG entitlement
jurisdiction.
While Figure 9 shows all the cities and towns of Utah County, the survey allowed users to
select, within their own city limits, a more precise location of discrimination.
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This map is only representative of the individual respondents and bears no statistical
significance. However, as Mountainland Association of Governments moves forward with its
Fair Housing Action Plan, these maps will help Utah County CDBG discuss options with
pertinent stakeholders in each city. Maps for cities which had individual responses for
discrimination within their city limits are included in the appendix to this document.

Figure 9. Response to "Thinking about Utah County generally, designate the location with the GREATEST obstacles to equal
housing opportunities by clicking on the map. If you are not aware of any housing problems, please skip this question."
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Questions regarding the reporting of fair housing discrimination
Survey takers were asked a series of questions to determine (1) whether discrimination is
occurring in their city of residence or work, (2) to whom the respondent reported the incident,
or (3) why the respondent did not report the incident (if they were aware of it). The survey
demonstrates a lack of education about fair housing complaint procedures and contact
information.
Thirty-eight respondents indicated they were aware of a housing discrimination incident.
Thirty-seven of those individuals did not report the incident. When asked why they did not
report the incident, survey takers responded:
Survey Response
Didn’t know where to report
No formal complaint process
Wasn’t sure of my rights
Didn’t think it would make any difference
Afraid of retaliation

%
14%
12%
8%
26%
2%

Table 19. Failure to report fair housing discrimination.

Table 19 (above) demonstrates a major impediment to fair housing in Utah County. Of the five
answer prompts recorded above, four of them deal with knowledge about Fair Housing law. It
is important to reiterate that the primary respondents to this survey are city management
officials, employees of nonprofits who interact with clients who may need housing assistance,
realtors, landlords, and neighborhood representatives. Professionals who encounter housing
discrimination may not have the knowledge or reporting mechanisms to address the issue.
Even more telling is the number of individuals who “Didn’t think it would make any difference
[to report a fair housing discrimination].”
Another question asked “which groups are responsible” for the discrimination. Ninety-five
percent of survey takers who answered this question responded that the landlord or property
manager was responsible for discrimination.
Potential barriers to Fair Housing
The survey also asked individuals to rate potential barriers to fair housing. Possible choices
included:
1. The concentration of affordable housing in certain geographic areas.
2. Discrimination in credit and lending practices.
3. The lack of housing information translated into other languages.
4. Exclusionary zoning (using zoning ordinances to exclude low-and moderate-income
housing developments)
5. City/county zoning ordinances densities, accessory unit requirements, parking
requirements, etc.
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Lack of municipal incentives for developers
Lack of a "good landlord" program
Narrow definitions of "family" for shared homes
Tax codes
Impact, hook-up, or recreation fees
Other

This question assumes that housing discrimination exists in the respondent’s jurisdiction and
therefore forces the survey taker to indicate an impediment in their community. Based upon
these choices, the following options had significantly higher ratings than others. These results
are summarized below in Table 20.
Policy or practice
Moderate Severe %of total
We should point out
Concentration of affordable housing
31
9
38%
that these are
Exclusionary zoning
18
9
33%
perceived barriers to
City/county requirements
16
8
29%
fair housing.
Fee schedules (impact/hook-up etc)
13
7
25%
However, there is a
Translated housing info
12
4
19%
significant trend that
Definitions of family
12
4
19%
there are fewer
Government-influenced index variable
47
24
87%
“severe” responses
Table 20. Barriers to fair housing in Utah County based upon survey responses. The “Governmentinfluenced variable” is an index of exclusionary zoning, fee schedules, and city/county
than “moderate”
requirements. Because this was a multiple-response question, each line has an individual “percent
responses. In
of total” reflecting the number of individuals who marked each question out of 81 total responses.
For example, 38% of 81 respondents indicate a concentration of affordable housing as an
particular, the
impediment.
number of
“Government-influenced” and “Concentration of affordable housing” responses are noticeably
higher than the other responses. As discussed in Section II – Mapping, currently one of the
greatest barriers to fair housing in Utah County is the concentration of affordable housing in
areas with quick access to major transportation options. It is important to note that whether or
not “Government-influenced” variables are barriers to fair housing, respondents almost
overwhelmingly (58%) believed that they are.
Diversity on local planning boards and
commissions
Fifty-six percent of respondents indicated
no diversity issues on local planning
boards and commissions, and 26%
reported that income diversity is not
adequately represented on these boards.

Protected class
Gender
Familial Status
Disability
National Origin
Religion
Race
Source of income
None

Perceived
lack of representation
6%
11%
11%
8%
5%
15%
26%
56%

Table 21. Perceived lack of representation on municipal planning
commissions or boards.
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Another 15% felt that race was not represented, and 11% felt that familial status and disability
were not represented. The complete results of this question are included in Table 21 (above).
Services accessible to area residents
Survey takers were also asked to determine services within their jurisdiction that are not
accessible. The majority of respondents perceived transportation/mass transit as inaccessible.
Eighty-nine percent of respondents indicated “transportation systems” when asked “Which of
the following services do you feel are NOT easily accessible to all residents in your city?” The second
highest response was “health centers” with 48% of respondents. “Social welfare centers” such as
shelters, community centers, and other service-providing nonprofits was not far behind at 41%
of respondents indicating a lack of accessibility to those services.
Other responses included recreation facilities and banks (listed in Table 22). One respondent
said “the main shopping center in town is not very safe to access without a car.”
Service
Municipal facilities
Transportation systems
Social welfare centers
Schools
Health centers
Banks
Other services

% indicating lack of
accessibility
7%
89%
41%
4%
48%
15%
22%

Table 22. Inaccessible city services

Positive efforts encouraging fair housing
The final question on the survey asks for positive efforts made by any city, agency, or
organization to affirmatively further fair housing. Responses included:
“Here at the Utah County Association of REALTORS, we hold an annual Housing Summit and
bring together community leaders and industry types to discuss the availability and
affordability and other issue related to housing. We also strictly enforce our Code of Ethics
which requires each REALTOR to abide by standards of fairness and professionalism.”
“Utah County Housing Authority: building of income qualified senior housing. American Fork
City: built and rehabilitated sidewalk around a Utah County Housing Authority project. State of
Utah: moderate income housing element of the general plan requirement helps cities to at least
consider housing needs.”
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“May non-profit housing organizations provide housing opportunities for low-income families
without discriminatory practices. “
“i have not heard of anything except that in Early Intervention [from Kids on the Move] we ask
parents what family needs they have and we connect people that ask for help with agency
numbers and information.”

Section IV: Identified impediments
This document establishes several
significant barriers to fair housing in
Utah County.

Community tiers
in Utah County
Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 3
Tier 4
Tier 5

Description
Major residential and commercial centers
Populations between 25,000 and 75,000
Lower population bedroom communities
Emerging communities
Towns or agricultural communities

Fair Housing Impediments:
1. Zoning restrictions in some Tier 3 cities can make it difficult for higher density housing
developments. However, Planned Unit Developments (PUD) may compensate for basic
zoning ordinances. A PUD plans for mixed and complementary land uses within a
single development. Thus, while cities may have minimum zoning requirements,
creating a PUD will allow for a diversity of land uses.
2. There is a disproportionate amount of minorities in Tier 5 cities as compared to other
cities of similar size. At the same time, there are also fewer housing units available in
those cities. This may be due to migratory farm workers who live and work on
agricultural lands in south Utah County who are predominantly Hispanic. While these
areas do have more minorities per capita than other cities in the county, the availability
of work naturally leads them to the area.
3. Lack of transportation in growing economic centers (typically Tier 2 cities).
4. A “perceptible quality difference in housing stock” exists in more established Tier 2
cities. “The older and lower-quality housing stock often seems to go along with
dilapidated public infrastructure, such as broken sidewalks, missing sidewalks,
inadequate pedestrian accommodations etc.”70 Lower income persons with disabilities
may have increased difficulty if they live in affordable parts of town without adequate
public infrastructure to facilitate their movement.
5. Sixteen respondents felt that local city councils, commissions, or boards do not have
adequate diversity according to income. The “Source of income” protected class was
also reported as frequent basis of discrimination.
6. Most free responses to the survey address affordable housing, not fair housing.
Although they are related, public perception may equate affordable housing with fair
housing.
7. The survey indicated a heightened discrimination toward families and/or familial
status. Free responses include discriminatory practices in advertising available housing
70

Free response from the Fair Housing Survey.
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such as “no kids”, “college students” (potentially referring to problems with definitions
of ‘family’), “marital status”, and “number of families living together in one dwelling.”
8. Thirty-eight respondents indicated they were aware of a housing discrimination
incident. Thirty-seven of those individuals did not report the incident, indicating a
general apathy or inability of respondents to resolve fair housing concerns (see Table
23).
9.

Landlords and property managers may not be properly trained on fair housing
practices or may disregard their
Response
%
training. Ninety-five percent of
Didn’t know where to report
14%
respondents who indicated a
No formal complaint process
12%
housing discrimination problem in
Wasn’t sure of my rights
8%
their city also indicated that
Didn’t think it would make any difference
26%
landlords and property managers
Afraid of retaliation
2%
Table 23. Responses to the question: "If you did not report the
were at fault. Eighteen percent of
these same respondents also believe incident, why not?"
real estate agents or mortgage lenders were at fault.

10. The following categories in Table 24 were rated as a “moderate” or “severe” barrier to
fair housing.
Table 24. Perceived moderate or severe impediments in Utah County.

Policy or practice
Concentration of affordable housing
Exclusionary zoning
City/county requirements
Fee schedules (impact/hook-up etc)
Translated housing info
Definitions of family

Moderate
31
18
16
13
12
12

Severe
9
9
8
7
4
4

%of total
38%
33%
29%
25%
19%
19%

Affordable housing impediments
1. Some Tier 3 communities do not want affordable housing or believe that the property
values for the area can support lower-income individuals as evidenced through a review
of their Moderate Income Housing Element of the General Plan.71
2. Several Utah County cities do not have current moderate income housing elements in
their general plans.
71

City of Alpine General Plan: “In the 2005 General Plan survey, over 90% of the respondents indicated that the
minimum lot size should be 10,000 square feet or greater. In this same survey, a majority of respondents reported
that they see no need for condominiums, twin homes, or apartments in the City. Higher density housing, including
multi-family housing, would be very difficult to pursue in Alpine as there would be very little public support for
such a project.” Other Tier 3 cities’ general plans have a similar tone.
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3. Many cities Affordable Housing Plans are weak and overly general.
4. Some cities do not have a readily accessible Moderate Income Housing Plan in their
publicly posted General Plan.

Section V: Action plan to address impediments
The Utah County CDBG Program (UCCDBG Program) acknowledges that multiple
stakeholders are needed to make improvements to the list of impediments found in Section 4.
As a guiding rule, the UCCDBG Program will seek the input and coordination of community
partners and will provide or organize the use of facilities, some limited financial support,
technical expertise, and program management to address these impediments. As the
entitlement jurisdiction for the CDBG program, the Utah County government has final
oversight and authority in addressing these impediments.
Major community partners include Utah County, the State Division of Housing and
Community Development, HUD’s regional office, Utah Apartment Association, Mountainland
Continuum of Care, United Way of Utah County, Utah Housing Coalition, churches and/or
charities and local governments throughout the county.
The Utah County CDBG Program has structured this action plan to follow a five year cycle.
During the first two years of the cycle, the UCCDBG Program will engage in activities to build
awareness of fair housing. These activities include sending letters to government entities and
appropriate business or nonprofit organizations in which Mountainland Association of
Governments (MAG) offers technical expertise in various policy-making activities. These
activities include, in no particular order: (1) offering professional assistance in developing
affordable housing plans, (2) creating and offering to cities a pro forma Fair Housing ordinance,
(3) a letter encouraging diversity in appointed boards and commissions for each city, (4)
communication encouraging a restructuring of the Utah Valley Housing Consortium, (5)
proposing a change to the UCCDBG Program’s Area Review Committee which adds additional
weight to CDBG applications that help improve housing conditions, availability, or education,
and (6) communicating with the State Tax Commission on improving and updating the
Affordable Housing Model used by cities when preparing their Moderate Income Housing
Elements.
Between years 1-3, MAG will work with community stakeholders to develop or enhance
educational workshops to assist Utah County cities, property managers, and landlords
understand their obligations to Affirmatively Further Fair Housing. These workshops,
conducted in conjunction with other interested stakeholders, will then be held at least once a
year. For example, the State of Utah’s 2010 Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Action
Plan suggests increasing participation at trainings with local HUD staff. Where possible, MAG
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will work to consolidate and locate some of those trainings in Utah County as well as invite
more organizations concerned with fair housing to attend the trainings.
During this same time period, MAG will create a Mobility Manager position to tackle transit
and mobility issues for individuals who need travel assistance throughout the county. The
Mobility Manager will coordinate the investment of federal dollars for future transportation
projects. For example, he/she will inventory and analyze various transportation service
providers (such as UTA, IHC, United Way, and other community groups) to link paratransit
bus service into one central dispatch rather than having multiple buses operating on similar
routes for different organizations. Additionally, future transit-oriented developments in Utah
County are currently planned through the Wasatch Choice 2040 Vision process and may be
channeled through the Mobility Manager.

Figure 10. Mountainland Association of Governments’ three-tiered plan to address fair housing issues between 2012 and 2017.

Around year 5, MAG will engage in a study regarding the concentration of minorities in south
Utah County. We believe most of these persons to be migrant farm workers and preliminary
data suggest that they are concentrated in the area due to housing provided by host farmers.
The fact that they reside near their workplace is positive; however, during the course of
research for this Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing, we found evidence suggesting that
illiteracy, fear of retaliation from employers, undocumented immigrant status, and a lack of
education are impediments to fair housing for these individuals. We are also uncertain how
many of these workers are legally documented through the United States Government for
work. Federal law requires funds such as CDBG to be dispersed to only “qualified” aliens and
anecdotal evidence suggests that 95% of all migrant workers in south Utah County are
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“unqualified.”72 MAG believes a long term study completed with multiple community partners
will help clarify the concentration of minorities in south part of the county. The complete action
plan is outlined in Table 25.

Source credit: Photo 5. Bridal Veil Falls. Utah Valley Visitors and Convention Bureau.
http://www.flickr.com/photos/utahvalley/4434893801/. Accessed 25 April 2012

72

http://www.hud.gov/local/wi/library/archives/cpd/update-2005-10-01.cfm. Accessed 25 April 2012.
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Table 25. Action plan to remedy identified impediments, 2012-2017.

Action
Plan to
Remedy
Fair
Housing
Concerns

Impediment

Measure

Responsible party

Completion
deadline

Letter sent and application
scoring criteria proposed to
the Area Review
Committee

MAG Division of
Community and
Economic Development

12/31/12

Letter sent and
application updated

MAG Community and
Economic Development
Director

12/31/12
Continuous/
annually

Letter sent annually

MAG Deputy Director

12/31/12
Continuous/
annually

Ordinance completed,

MAG Deputy Director

6/30/13

Proposed action

One Year Action Items
Difference in
quality of
housing stock
in dilapidated
areas

Income
diversity for
municipal
commissions

Some cities do
not have
current
Moderate
Income
Housing
Elements
Existence of

MAG will offer technical assistance
for grant seekers to improve their
proposals. MAG will consider
increasing the automatic point value
for CDBG applications where
housing stock is a critical issue.
MAG’s Community and Economic
Development Director will
encourage cities to seek out and
appoint a diversity of individuals to
their community boards and
commissions through a letter sent
annually to member mayors. A
variant of this letter will also be
included on MAG’s website among
other documents for CDBG
application materials.

MAG planners will offer regular
support for cities to regularly update
their MIHE every two years.

MAG will prepare a “Model Fair
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sentiments in
opposition to
affordable
housing in
some Tier 3
communities

Overly general
Moderate
Income
Housing
Elements

Governmentcreated barriers
to fair housing

Housing Ordinance” and offer it to
city planning staff across the county.
Local councils can then adopt the
ordinance. MAG hopes to have 100%
of jurisdictions in Utah County
approve this ordinance.
The Utah Valley Consortium of cities
has not been updated in several
years. MAG will network with cities
and members of the Wasatch Choice
2040 Consortium that are not current
members of the Regional
Consortium Consolidated Plan and
encourage them to join so that
awareness of best practices in
affordable housing is diffused
through all communities.
MAG will encourage the State Tax
Commission to update their 2006
Affordable Housing Model which
will allow for better analysis of
affordable housing needs when a city
completes their Moderate Income
Housing Element. As part of
ongoing training for Fair Housing
Issues, MAG will encourage cities
and landlords to provide materials
translated into Spanish.

reviewed, and sent to local
jurisdictions

Appropriate contact from
MAG to ensure that cities
interested in joining the
consortium have the
opportunity

MAG Executive
Director

12/31/12

Letter sent to the State Tax
Commission with
appropriate follow-up
contact from the Executive
Director of MAG. Letter
sent to cities, property
management companies,
and nonprofit housing
associations encouraging
translation. MAG translates
www.mountainland.org

Bob Allen or Senior
MAG Planner

6/30/13

Three Year Action Items
Lack of
transportation
in growing
cities

MAG, in coordination with the
federal government, has approved a
Mobility Manager who will
coordinate the investment of federal
dollars for future transportation
projects. For example, the Mobility
Manager will look at various
transportation service providers to

Mobility Manager hired,
trained, and in full working
capacity

MAG, in coordination
with USDOT, UDOT,
various community
partnerships

6/30/2014
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Education
about
affordable and
fair housing

Education
about reporting
fair housing
discrimination

Lack of
education for
landlords and
property
owners about
fair housing

link paratransit bus service into one
central dispatch rather than having
multiple buses operating on similar
routes for different organizations.
Additionally, future transit-oriented
developments in Utah County are
currently planned through the
Wasatch Choice 2040 Vision process.
MAG will partner with other
organizations to host or support Fair
Housing Workshops in Utah County.
These workshops will be open to
government officials, realtors,
landlords, and the general public
and will cover a wide range of Fair
Housing issues.
MAG will partner with other
organizations to host or support Fair
Housing Workshops in Utah County.
These workshops will be open to
government officials, realtors,
landlords, and the general public
and will cover a wide range of Fair
Housing issues.
MAG will partner with other
organizations to host or support Fair
Housing Workshops in Utah County.
These workshops will be open to
government officials, realtors,
landlords, and the general public
and will cover a wide range of Fair
Housing issues.

After an organization period
of no more than 24 months,
MAG partners with or hosts
an annual Fair Housing
Workshop

Senior Planner,
MAG Planning
Division

Continuous
(once every
1-3 years)

After an organizing period of
no more than 24 months,
MAG partners with or hosts
a Fair Housing Workshop

MAG, Division of
Community and
Economic
Development

Continuous
(at least once
a year)

After an organization period
of no more than 24 months,
MAG partners with or hosts
a Fair Housing Workshop

MAG, Division of
Community and
Economic
Development

Continuous
(at least once
a year)

Five Year Action Items
Zoning
restrictions in
Tier 3 cities

As the MPO for Utah County, MAG will
encourage cities to approve planned unit
developments (PUD), transit-oriented

Annual letters and
agenda items at
planning meetings

MAG Planning
Division

Continuous
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Concentration
of minorities in
south Utah
County

Discrimination
against familial
status

developments (TOD), and to allow areas of
town to have higher density housing.
MAG will also encourage Tier 3 cities to
approve ordinances easing restrictions on
accessory apartments
Determine if migrant workers in south
Utah County are eligible for assistance
using federal dollars. Determine
occupancy levels of migrant workers in the
Spring Lake Apartments (owned by the
Housing Authority of Utah County); in
coordination with the Utah Farmworker
Program, Housing Authority of Utah
County, Rural Housing Authority, and
Department of Workforce Services,
conduct a study to determine housing
needs for documented migrant workers.
MAG will partner with other organizations
to host or support Fair Housing
Workshops in Utah County. These
workshops will be open to government
officials, realtors, landlords, and the
general public. In a bill passed in the 2012
Legislative Session (HB 249), the State
redefined the meaning of a “single family
limit” to no less than four (4) unrelated
individuals for most cities in Utah County.

Study completed and
results included in the
2017 Analysis of
Impediments

MAG Community and
Economic
Development, in
coordination with
UFP, HAUC, DWS,
and RHA.

6/30/2017

Workshops held
annually;
communication with
state officials prior to
each legislative
session.

MAG, Division of
Community and
Economic
Development

Continuous
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Appendix
Graduate Student Survey Final Report and Analysis
As part of a graduate level statistics class, our team created and analyzed a survey under the
direction of Mountainland Association of Governments (MAG). MAG is responsible for
administering community development block grants given by the department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD). Certain cities are eligible for this funding “To assist in developing
viable urban communities by providing decent housing, a suitable living environment and
expanding economic opportunities, principally for persons of low and moderate income (LMI).”
73 In order for certain communities to get this funding, there must be an analysis done of
barriers to fair housing. This survey was conducted as part of a larger project aimed towards
identifying the existence of impediments to fair housing within Utah County.
The survey we created asked questions regarding the respondents’ profession and city. There
were other questions that asked about respondents’ awareness of housing discrimination and
reporting of that discrimination within their neighborhood, city, and county. They were also
asked the frequency in which these issues occur. Finally, our respondents were asked about the
makeup of local planning boards, and the availability of services (i.e., municipal facilities,
transportation systems, social welfare centers, schools, health centers, banks, etc.) within
neighborhoods in their cities.
Our purpose is to answer the question, “does fair housing discrimination exist within the
geographic areas administered over by MAG?” The simple answer to this question is yes. We
have had respondents indicate that they are aware of the existence of discrimination. As to
whether discrimination is frequently experienced, the simples answer seems to be no. It does
not seem very prevalent. However, the argument could be made that any discrimination is too
much discrimination, and thus that discrimination is a very real problem in Utah County. The
root of this issue is—how much evidence of discrimination needs to be manifested before we
can say that discrimination is a real problem. We have provided our findings and hope that you
will evaluate the evidence and reach your own conclusion.
Sample Population.
We tried to reach each of the cities in Utah County, nonprofits in the area, tenants, and anyone
else that might have information about housing impediments in Utah County. Mountainland
Association of Governments supplied our team with a list of various individuals and
organizations within the county. We contacted and sent out surveys to each city government in
Utah County. During February 2012 our team contacted potential respondents using a provided
MAG email. For respondents for which we did not have email addresses, we often had to look
up and call the individual to solicit their email address. The email sent out provided a very brief
73

http://www.mountainland.org/site/articles/view/1197
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description of the purpose of our survey and provided the link to the survey itself. A week
before we closed the survey, we sent out a reminder email where we also mentioned that the
survey would be available to the general public through the MAG website.
In the future, we suggest an increased focus on identifying a respondent pool and extending the
survey to them. Unfortunately, the small number of respondents has decreased the accuracy
and reliability of our analysis. We also suggest increasing the length of time that the survey is
available. Finally, we suggest asking an increased number of identifiers such as age, race, family
status, income, or other demographic information, which would have improved the value of
our analysis.
Demographics
We originally solicited responses from over 350 government and non-profit officials. The
respondents were given three weeks to respond. We received 108 responses. However, we had
to eliminate a number of respondents who did not answer all questions, or who were from
Orem and Provo. The reason we eliminated these respondents is that the cities of Provo and
Orem form their own government association and are recognized separately from the rest of
Utah County by HUD. Because MAG does not serve Provo and Orem, we have considered
respondents from those cities to be outside of the scope of our analysis. We finished with a final
number of 47 analyzable responses.
In conducting our survey, we
specifically targeted local
government officials and nonprofit officials. These individuals
Local Government Officials
are more likely to be familiar with
Tenant/Homeowner
any barriers to fair housing and
Nonprofit Representatives
more likely to be aware of any
Neighborhood Association
specific housing discrimination
Rep
incidences or complaints. Each
Total Respondents
47
100%
respondent was given the choice
to self-identify their main connection to the housing industry. In our survey, 47 percent of our
respondents self-identified as tenants/homeowners while an additional 49 percent selfidentified as government officials. The last four percent of respondents is made up of a
nonprofit official and a neighborhood representative. The chart above shows the number of
responses that we received from each group.
Relationship to the
Housing Market

Number of
Respondent
s
23
22
1
1

Percent
of
Sample
48.9%
46.8%
2.1%
2.1%
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Number of Respondents (by city)
12
12
10
8
6
4
4

3

3
2

2

4

4

4

3

3

2
1

1

1

0

To help create a visual representation of our overall sample, the following table lists the number
of respondents we received from each city. Also, as a way to break down our respondent
demographic even further, there are bar graphs in the appendix that show the number of
respondents we received based on their role in connection to the housing industry.
Survey Results. The following sections describe each of the main questions given in the survey
and the results we received. The first group of questions we will address deals with the
existence of discrimination. The next group focuses on the reporting of discrimination received.
The final group of questions will address variables that deal with the potential causes of
discrimination.
Existence of Discrimination. When asked “Are you aware of any specific neighborhoods
within the city you listed above that has experienced housing discrimination problems within
the last 12 months?” our sample suggests that approximately 2.13% of people in Utah County
are aware of a housing discrimination incident that has happened in their city in the past 12
months. Although the sample suggests that only a small percentage of people know of a
housing discrimination incident, the percentage of people in Utah County who may be aware of
an incident is actually between 0% and 11.3% (95% confidence level).
However, when only tenants and housing representatives were asked about specific types of
housing discrimination (income, age, race, color, national origin, disability, religion, gender,
familial status) the percentage of discrimination was higher. Our sample suggests that 13% of
tenants and neighborhood association representatives in Utah County identified at least one of
the aforementioned categories as a type of housing discrimination in their city. Of the thirteen
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percent that identified a certain housing discrimination problem, two-thirds said that someone
in their city has experienced housing discrimination related to income in the past twelve
months.
In order to get more specific results, we gave all respondents the following question: “Within
your city, please indicate how frequently you feel that fair housing-related incidents have
occurred in the past 12 months, in regards to each of the following factors….” Respondents
checked off a list of factors that included gender, family status, disability, national origin,
religion, color, and occupation. Our sample suggests that 6% of people in Utah County claimed
that at least one type of discrimination based on race, family status, national origin, or religion
has occurred in their city in past 12 months.
We feel that the reason so few respondents acknowledged the existence of housing
discrimination is because most respondents weren’t clear about what fair housing
discrimination is. They may have thought that discrimination was an extreme or explicit act
while fair housing discrimination can be as simple as a realtor only taking clients to specific
areas of the city. Our recommendation is that the general public and especially government
officials should be informed about the basic aspects of fair housing.
Reporting Discrimination Incidents. One survey question asked about the number of housing
discrimination complaints that government and nonprofit agencies received in the past year.
Our sample suggests that 13% of government and nonprofit officials in Utah County had
received at least one housing discrimination complaint at their agency in the past 12 months.
Our sample suggests that between 3% and 35% of government and nonprofit officials in Utah
County may have received a complaint at their agency (95% confidence interval).
In order to further determine how many discrimination complaints were reported, we asked
only tenants, homeowners, and neighborhood association representatives if they have reported
a housing discrimination incidence and to whom they reported the incident. Our sample
suggests that 43% of tenants, homeowners, and neighborhood association representatives in
Utah County did not report a fair housing discrimination incident. Seventeen percent of
tenants/homeowners said that they reported a fair housing incident to an “other” entity. Of
those who reported the incident, none reported it to a government agency, a fair housing group,
or our “someone else” option. This begs the question, if citizens are reporting fair housing
discrimination complaints to an “other” source, who is that source? Furthermore, our sample
suggests that 17% of those who did not report a housing discrimination incident did not do so
because their city does not have a formal complaint process in place.74
74

Note: This 17% was comprised of: a government official from Eagle Mountain, a government official from American Fork, and
a tenant/homeowner from Mapleton. It is interesting to note that two government officials from their respective planning
departments said that their city does not have a formal complaint process. One action for your consideration may be checking
all local government agencies in Utah County and evaluating their current housing discrimination process. It is important that
such a process is in place and that citizens are aware of this reporting process.
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Variables That May Be the Cause of Discrimination. We gave respondents several statements
and asked them which of those statements, if any, are barriers to fair housing in their city. We
were very surprised with the responses we received. At least 20% of Utah County residents
identified each statement in the table below as a barrier to fair housing. The following table lists
the proportion of respondents who identified each statement as a barrier to fair housing.

Barriers to Fair Housing

Concentration of affordable housing
Discrimination in credit and lending practices
Lack of bilingual housing information
Exclusionary zoning practices
City/county zoning ordinances
Lack of municipal incentives for developers
Lack of a “good landlord” program
Narrow definitions of “family” for shared homes
Tax Codes
Impact, hook-up, or recreation fees

Percent of
respondents that
identified each
statement as a
barrier
57%
23%
38%
38%
45%
32%
26%
28%
26%
43%

Confidence Interval
(95% confidence
level)

42% to 71%
12% to 38%
24% to 53%
24% to 53%
30% to 60%
19% to 47%
14% to 40%
15% to 42%
14% to 40%
28% to 57%

We suggest running these statistics by members of city governments and brainstorming
different ideas for how to reduce these particular housing barriers in their city. Some of these
barriers, such as certain city
zoning ordinances or having
a lack of a good landlord
35%
program, may not be topics
30%
30%
that city government
Percentage of
25%
Utah county
officials consider when they
20%
15%
15%
residents that
15%
think about barriers to fair
9%
feel the
6%
10%
4%
housing. If they are made
2%
service is…
5%
0%
aware of these possible
barriers, they will be able to
deal with them before they
become an even bigger
problem.

Services Not Available

We asked respondents to identify any groups that may be the cause of fair housing
discrimination within their cities. Eleven percent of Utah County residents believe that
landlords or property managers contribute to fair housing discrimination in their city.
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However, our sample suggests that between 3.5 and 23 percent of Utah County residents
believe that landlords or property managers contribute to fair housing discrimination in their
city (95% confidence level). It is important to make sure that landlords and property managers
are aware of and abide by appropriate fair housing practices.
One other possible barrier to fair housing is the lack of municipal, transportation, social welfare
center, health, and financial services being available to all neighborhoods within a city. The
reason why this might be a barrier is that lack of services could cause certain subpopulation to
be limited to live in a certain area. We asked all respondents if they feel that any of the
aforementioned services are not available in any areas within their city.
Sixty-six percent of Utah County residents feel these services are not available to all within their
city. Twenty-one percent of Utah County residents said that there are one or more services not
available to all citizens in their community. The chart to the left shows the number of
respondents that identified community services as not available to everyone in their city. The
most alarming service that appears to not be available to everyone is transportation. Thirty
percent of Utah County residents said that transportation services are not available to everyone
in their city. This could be a barrier to fair housing. If transportation is only available in a certain
part of the city, those from certain subpopulations may have to live in places where they have
access to public transportation. They may be very limited in their housing choices.
Lastly, we asked respondents to identify groups that are not being adequately represented in
the makeup of local planning and zoning boards. Respondents were given the following
choices: gender, family composition, disability, national origin, religion, race, and income.
Seventeen percent of the population of Utah County believes that there is lack of adequate
representation in the makeup of local planning and zoning boards. Of those respondents which
indicated a lack of adequate representation, the most frequent response was “Income,” with
83% indicating that not all income level are adequately represented on their local planning and
zoning boards. Our assumption is that these Boards have a high proportion of financially
affluent members.
Interestingly, 75% of the respondents who said there is misrepresentation on these Boards were
actually local government officials. Local government officials have a closer relationship and
knowledge of the makeup of their local planning and zoning boards. The fact that government
officials recognize a lack of diversity and equal representation may be an indicator of fair
housing discrimination.
Correlation Tests between Variables.
Since we have information about the presence of fair housing related incidences in certain cities
in the past 12 months, we wanted to see what variables or barriers have an effect on fair
housing discrimination. The following is a series of analyses used to determine possible causes
of housing discrimination.
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We ran a test to see if a person’s relationship to the housing industry has an impact on their
identification of fair housing discrimination. We found that there is not a statistically significant
relationship between certain groups in the housing industry (tenant, government official, etc.)
and their identification of housing discrimination. (p=.9401, 95% confidence level)
We ran a test to see if certain cities were more prone to identify housing discrimination
incidents in their cities. The results of the test were not statistically significant. This tells us that
there specific cities are not necessarily to identify more housing discrimination incidents than
other cities. (P=.9999, 95% confidence level)
Many people said that landlords are a probable cause of housing discrimination in their city.
We wanted to see if there was a relationship between those that identified landlords as a barrier
to fair housing and the discrimination incidents that occur in a city. There was no statistically
significant relationship between the two variables. (p=.1927, 95% confidence level)
We assume that the lack of diversity on planning and zoning boards affects regulation and
fairness in the local housing industry. We wanted to see if this lack of diversity is a cause of
housing discrimination. We found that there is no relationship between lack of diversity on city
planning and zoning boards and housing-related incidents identified. (p=.766, 95% confidence
level).
We wanted to test the following assumption: a lack of access to community resources (banks,
schools, social welfare centers, etc.) increase housing discrimination within a city. We found
that there is no relationship between a lack of access to community resources and housing
discrimination in a city. (p=.529, 95% confidence level).
We wanted to see if the presence of specific barriers to fair housing has an impact on housing
discrimination. There is not a statistically significant relationship between the presence of
barriers to fair housing (zoning laws, taxes, fees, etc.) and housing discrimination. (p=.856, 95%
confidence level).

Reporting. There is not a significant relationship between the existence of discrimination
incidents and the likelihood of actually reporting those incidents (p-value=0.051, 95%
confidence interval). In other words, there is no relationship between those who indicate that
they believe discrimination exists and their likely of reporting this discrimination.

Barriers. We tested to see if a person’s connection to the housing market would make a
difference on the number of fair housing barriers that they would report. There is not a
statistically significant relationship between a person’s connection to the housing market
(tenant, government representative, etc.) and specific barriers to fair housing (zoning laws,
taxes, fees, etc.). (p=.5437, 95% confidence level).
We wanted to see if there were certain cities in the county that were more prone to have specific
barriers to fair housing. There is not a statistically significant relationship between specific cities
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in Utah County and the presence of barriers to fair housing (zoning laws, taxes, fees, etc.).
(p=.7998, 95% confidence level).
Quite a few people indicated that landlords are a possible barrier to fair housing practices in
their city. We ran a test to see if people in specific cities were more prone to believe that
landlords are a barrier to fair housing. There is not a statistically significant relationship
between cities and landlords as a barrier to fair housing. (p=.606, 95% confidence level).

Planning and Zoning Boards. We tested to see if specific cities have inadequate
representation of subpopulations in their planning and zoning boards. There is not a
statistically significant relationship between cities and lack of representation in city planning
and zoning boards. (p=.9094, 95% confidence level).
One of our assumptions is that lack of diversity on a city’s
planning and zoning Board can lead to a disconnect between
city leadership and housing issues in the community. In order
to see if there was anything that would lead a town to set up
barriers to fair housing, we used an ordinal logistic regression
to find any independent variables that may create these
barriers. We tested our lack of Board diversity and controlled
for geographical area of the city, respondent’s perception of
how frequently they feel housing discrimination occurs in
their city, and the level of access low-income individuals have
to social and public services.
Our research led us to conclude that there was no relationship between these independent
variables and barriers to fair housing (95% confidence level).

Community Resources. We wanted to see if certain community resources (banks, schools,
social welfare centers, etc.) are not available in certain cities in Utah County. If there are cities
that have areas where these resources are not available, this could be a barrier to fair housing
practices. However, we did not find a statistically significant relationship between specific cities
in Utah County and a lack of community resources in a city. (p=.6601, 95% confidence level).
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Appendix
The graph below shows the number of tenants and neighborhood housing representatives that
responded and the city with which they identified.

Number of Respondents: Tenants
5
4
3
2
1
0

The graph below shows the number of local government officials and nonprofit representatives
and the city with which they identified.

Number of Respondents:
Local Government and Nonprofit
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
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Survey Instrument
This survey was developed in coordination with a team of graduate students from the Romney
Institute of Public Management. Questions with no responses have been omitted.

1. Which of the following best describes your role in connection to
the housing industry?
#

Answer

Response

%

1

Tenant/Homeowner

65

55%

2

Neighborhood
Association
Representative

4

3%

3

Local Government
official

30

25%

4

Nonprofit or Public
Housing Authority

17

14%

5

Realtor or
Developer

2

2%

6

Landlord

1

1%

119

100%

Total

2. Please check the response that most closely represents your
position within your city.
#

Answer

Response

%

1

Executive (city
administration)

6

13%

2

City staff

2

4%

3

City planning
department

10

22%

4

Planning
Commission

10

22%

5

Other

17

38%

Total

45

100%
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Other
NP Executive Director
Chamber of Commerce
Manager of LDS Employment Resource Services
Board of Adjustment
Executive Director
county administration
City Council
Non-Profit Director
PHA Section 8 Mgr
Housing Assistance
Non-profit agency
Council Member
REALTOR Association Executive
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3. In which city do you live?
#

Answer

Response

%

1

Alpine

1

1%

2

American Fork

0

0%

3

Cedar Fort

0

0%

4

Cedar Hills

0

0%

5

Eagle Mountain

2

3%

6

Elk Ridge

1

1%

7

Fairfield

0

0%

8

Genola

0

0%

9

Goshen

0

0%

10

Highland

1

1%

11

Lehi

2

3%

12

Lindon

0

0%

13

Mapleton

3

4%

14

Orem

21

31%

15

Payson

2

3%

16

Pleasant Grove

7

10%

17

Provo

14

21%

18

Salem

0

0%

19

Santaquin

5

7%

20

Saratoga Springs

0

0%

21

Spanish Fork

3

4%

22

Springville

3

4%

23

Vineyard

0

0%

24

Woodland Hills

1

1%

25

Unincorporated
Utah County

0

0%

26

Other

2

3%

Total

68

100%

4. If you selected "Other" in the previous question, please specify
which city you live in:
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5. Choose one city you live and/or work in that provides your most indepth knowledge of the housing industry.
#

Answer

Response

%

1

Alpine

2

4%

2

American Fork

2

4%

3

Cedar Fort

0

0%

4

Cedar Hills

0

0%

5

Eagle Mountain

1

2%

6

Elk Ridge

0

0%

7

Fairfield

0

0%

8

Genola

0

0%

9

Goshen

0

0%

10

Highland

1

2%

11

Lehi

1

2%

12

Lindon

0

0%

13

Mapleton

2

4%

14

Orem

4

8%

15

Payson

5

10%

16

Pleasant Grove

7

15%

17

Provo

16

33%

18

Salem

0

0%

19

Santaquin

1

2%

20

Saratoga Springs

2

4%

21

Spanish Fork

1

2%

22

Springville

1

2%

23

Vineyard

0

0%

24

Woodland Hills

1

2%

25

Unincorporated
Utah County

0

0%

26

Other

1

2%

Total

48

100%

6. If you selected "Other" in the previous question, please specify
which city you live and/or work in that provides you with knowledge
of the housing market:
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7.
Are you aware of any specific neighborhoods within the city you
listed above that has experienced housing discrimination problems
within the last 12 months? (Housing discrimination is defined as
housing or real estate discrimination based on income, age, race, sex,
disability, color, marital status, or national origin)
#

Answer

Response

%

1

Yes

12

12%

2

No

76

77%

3

Unsure

11

11%

Total

99

100%

8. How many formal and informal housing discrimination-related
complaints did your city/agency receive over the past 12 months?
#

Answer

Response

%

1

0

27

84%

2

1-5

4

13%

3

6-10

0

0%

4

11-20

0

0%

5

21-30

0

0%

6

30+

1

3%

Total

32

100%
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9. To the best of your knowledge, please identify the types of housing
discrimination that you or anyone in your city has experienced over
the past 12 months. Please check all that apply.
#

Answer

Response

%

1

Income

6

10%

2

Age

3

5%

3

Race

3

5%

4

Color

1

2%

5

National Origin

1

2%

6

Disability

1

2%

7

Religion

1

2%

8

Gender

1

2%

9

Familial Status

6

10%

10

None

40

69%

11

Other

5

9%

Other
Number of families living together in one dwelling.
marital status
"no kids"
college students
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10. Within your city, please indicate how frequently you feel that fair
housing-related incidents have occurred in the past 12 months, in
regards to each of the following factors.
#

Question

Very
Often

Regularly

Sometimes

Once or
Twice

Never

Responses

Mean

1

Housing
discrimination based
upon RACE

0

3

8

3

20

34

4.18

2

Housing
discrimination based
upon GENDER

0

0

5

3

27

35

4.63

3

Housing
discrimination based
upon FAMILIAL
STATUS

1

1

9

5

21

37

4.19

4

Housing
discrimination based
upon DISABILITY

0

2

4

3

25

34

4.50

5

Housing
discrimination based
upon NATIONAL
ORIGIN

0

3

6

3

22

34

4.29

6

Housing
discrimination based
upon RELIGION

0

0

6

1

26

33

4.61

7

Housing
discrimination based
upon COLOR

0

0

8

2

21

31

4.42

8

Housing
discrimination based
upon OCCUPATION

0

1

3

3

25

32

4.63
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11. Have you reported the incident to: (check all that apply)
#

Answer

Response

%

1

A government
agency

1

2%

2

A fair housing
group

0

0%

3

To someone else

0

0%

4

Did not report
the incident

35

69%

5

Other

15

29%

Other
Politican
NA
N/A
I have not observed any problems to report.
There are no incidents I am aware of.
No incidents to my knowledge
clean up yard old cars
no incident
no specific incident
insufficient information
Not aware of any
None known
not aware of any
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12. If you did not report the incident, why not? (check all that apply)
#

Answer

Response

%

1

Didn't know
where to report

7

14%

2

There is no
formal
complaint
process in place

6

12%

3

Wasn't sure of
my rights

4

8%

4

Afraid of
retaliation

1

2%

5

Didn't think that
it would make
any difference

13

26%

6

Other

29

58%
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Other
NA
none to report
didn't know of any incidents
Worked with other organizations to resolve incident
N/A
Don't know of any
unaware of problems
No incident to report.
There were no incidents I am aware of.
don't know of anything to report
N/A
no incident
not sure of the violation
rental property was owner's property,ie their own basement or motherinlaw house attached
N/A
insufficient information
Was no incident
I'm not aware of any events.
I have not been aware of complaints
not aware of any
We still had the option to move forward with what we wanted to do, for the most part.

13. If you believe that there is a housing discrimination problem
within your city, please indicate which group(s) are responsible.
(Check all the apply)
#

Answer

Response

%

1

Landlord/property
manager

21

95%

2

A real estate agent

2

9%

3

A mortgage lender

2

9%
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14. Rate each statement below by indicating the degree to which
each is a possible barrier to equal housing opportunities within your
city.
#

Question

Not a
barrier

Minor
barrier

Moderate
barrier

Severe
barrier

Don't
know

Responses

Mean

1

The concentration of
affordable housing in
certain geographic
areas.

15

12

31

9

14

81

2.94

2

Discrimination in credit
and lending practices.

21

12

7

6

34

80

3.25

3

The lack of housing
information translated
into other languages.

17

19

12

4

29

81

3.11

4

Exclusionary zoning
(using zoning
ordinances to exclude
low-and moderateincome housing
developments)

19

12

18

9

22

80

3.04

5

City/county zoning
ordinances densities,
accessory unit
requirements, parking
requirements, etc..

17

15

16

8

25

81

3.11

6

Lack of municipal
incentives for
developers

23

13

8

5

29

78

3.05

7

Lack of a "good
landlord" program

21

11

9

3

35

79

3.25

8

Narrow definitions of
"family" for shared
homes

22

10

12

4

33

81

3.20

9

Tax codes

22

11

7

2

35

77

3.22

10

Impact, hook-up, or
recreation fees

17

12

13

7

29

78

3.24

11

Other

3

1

1

1

19

25

4.28
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Other
negative attitudes about immigrants
Absentee landlords and local landlords who do not maintain their premises.
school districts!!
Price of property

15. Thinking about Utah County generally, designate the location
with the GREATEST obstacles to equal housing opportunities by
clicking on the map. If you are not aware of any housing problems,
please skip this question. ***Exclude Provo AND Orem***

19. As accurately as possible, designate the location in your city with
the GREATEST obstacles to equal housing opportunity by clicking on
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the map. If you are not aware of any housing problems, please skip
this question.
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31. As accurately as possible, designate the location in your city with
the GREATEST obstacles to equal housing opportunity by clicking on
the map. If you are not aware of any housing problems, please skip
this question.
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46. As accurately as possible, designate the location in your city with
the GREATEST obstacles to equal housing opportunity by clicking on
the map. If you are not aware of any housing problems, please skip
this question.
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52. As accurately as possible, designate the location in your city with
the GREATEST obstacles to equal housing opportunity by clicking on
the map. If you are not aware of any housing problems, please skip
this question.
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58. As accurately as possible, designate the location in your city with
the GREATEST obstacles to equal housing opportunity by clicking on
the map. If you are not aware of any housing problems, please skip
this question.
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70. As accurately as possible, designate the location in your city with
the GREATEST obstacles to equal housing opportunity by clicking on
the map. If you are not aware of any housing problems, please skip
this question.
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82.
If you prefer to identify the neighborhoods with barriers to
equal housing opportunities in writing, please do so in the field
below. Please do not provide specific identifiers (e.g., names,
addresses, or companies).
Examples of an acceptable response:
"The area between 500 West and 1300 South...." or "near Heritage
park." Examples of an UNacceptable response: "XYZ company
usually..." or "My neighbor John Doe at 123 Cherry Lane..."
Text Response
I believe the city of Orem has many unidentified issues with accessory apartments. I feel there is a need to review
these statutes put in place by the City.
The area between State Street, and 300 West, and 400 North to 1200 North
I do not think that there are any particular areas with greater problems regarding equal housing opportunity in
American Fork. There are perceptible quality differences in the housing stock, where I believe some work could be
done; additionally, the older and lower quality housing stock often seems to go along with dilapidated public
infrastructure, such as broken sidewalks, missing sidewalks, inadequate pedestrian accommodations etc.
Cost of lots requires high end housing which limits low income families from being able to afford housing in this
area. Also, the Utah State legislature has put in place laws which regarding impact fees which require the City's to
document the basis for their fees. While developers do not like the high fees, the law makes it so that any
reduction in impact fees requires the City to either reduce its standards are force the existing residents to eat the
costs for keeping the standards at the current level. This problem is based on the past influence of the
development and real estate industry with the legislature and is based on the notion thatr impact fees represent
an incidental cost to cities and that land speculation has no impact on the amount of fees, particularly park impact
fees..
The easy exclusion of homosexuals due to no fair housing laws explicitly aimed at this minority group.
Housing south of BYU in general has pretty unethical housing practices, high rent for terrible accommodations,
poor upkeep, bad management practices, and the like.
Areas by the mountain such as northeast orem
Newer home areas South of SR92 and 2100 North. Hard to find lower income housing in that area.

Statistic
Total Responses

Value
8
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83. Please indicate which of the following ARE NOT being
adequately represented in the makeup of local planning and zoning
boards. (Select all that apply)
#

Answer

Response

%

1

Gender

4

6%

2

Family
Composition

7

11%

3

Disability

7

11%

4

National Origin

5

8%

5

Religion

3

5%

6

Race

9

15%

7

Income

16

26%

8

None

35

56%

Statistic

Value

Min Value

1

Max Value

8

Total Responses

62

84. Which of the following services do you feel ARE
NOT easily accessible to all residents in your city? (Select all that
apply).
#

Answer

Response

%

1

Municipal
facilities

2

7%

2

Transportation
systems

24

89%

3

Social welfare
centers

11

41%

4

Schools

1

4%

5

Health centers

13

48%

6

Banks

4

15%

7

Other services

6

22%
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Other services
Recreation
Homeless shelters
The main shopping center in town is not very safe to access without a car.
don't have trans system social welfare centers,
All have access
This is a bedroom community with relative few services

Statistic

Value

Min Value

1

Max Value

7

Total Responses

27

85. Using the space below, indicate anything a particular city, Utah
County, or nonprofit groups have or are doing to promote fair housing
in the community.
Text Response
Here at the Utah County Association of REALTORS, we hold an annual Housing Summit and bring together
community leaders and industry types to discuss the availability and affordability and other issue related to
housing. We also strictly enforce our Code of Ethics which requires each REALTOR to abide by standards of fairness
and professionalism.
Don't know
It seems the normal citizen does not have the option to rent to tenents like some of the other owners of homes
considered single family residents.
Utah County Housing Authority: building of income qualified senior housing. American Fork City: built and
rehabilitated sidewalk around a Utah County Housing Authority project. State of Utah: moderate income housing
element of the general plan requirement helps cities to at least consider housing needs.
i have not heard of anything except that in Early Intervention we ask parents what family needs they have and we
connect people that ask for help with agency numbers and information.
May non-profit housing organization provide housing opportunities for low-income families without discriminatory
practices.

Statistic
Total Responses

Value
6
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2012 Utah County Affordable Home Price
The 2012 estimated affordable home price (for a family of four with an income of 80% of Area
Median Income) at $192,651 was calculated using the same formula used by the Bureau of
Economic and Business Research in their 2010 Housing Analysis. The Bureau of Economic and
Business Research (BEBR) is an applied research center in the David Eccles School of Business at
the University of Utah.
2012 estimated affordable home price calculation
2012 Median
Income
Income
$ 67,100
Income available for housing
$ 20,130
(30% of income)
Income available monthly
$ 1,678
Less taxes, home insurance,
$ 857
mortgage insurance
Mortgage interest rate
3.68%
Amount of loan financed
$ 233,800
Down payment
$ 7,014
Maximum home price
$ 240,814
*AMI - Area Median Income
Assumptions and sources
Description
Less taxes, home insurance,
mortgage insurance

Figure
11%

Average Property Tax

1.29%

Mortgage interest rate

3.68%

Amount of loan financed
Down payment

$233,800
3%

80% AMI*
$ 53,680

50% AMI
$ 33,550

30% AMI
$ 20,130

$ 16,104

$ 10,065

$ 6,039

$ 1,342

$ 839

$ 503

$ 686

$ 429

$ 257

3.68%
$ 187,040
$ 5,611
$ 192,651

3.68%
$ 116,900
$ 3,507
$ 120,407

3.68%
$ 70,140
$ 2,104
$ 72,244

Source
BEBR model’s assumed taxes, home insurance,
mortgage insurance
http://www.utahcountyonline.org/apps/WebLin
k/Dept/TREAS/2011ApprovedTaxRates.pdf
Prevailing rate Feb. 2012
Median home value:
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/49/49049
.html
BEBR model’s assumed down payment

Less taxes, home insurance, mortgage insurance
360
months
$ 233,800
total mortgage
$ 649.4444
per month
$ 7,793.30
per year
$ 857.27
11%
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Average Utah County Property Tax Rate
Woodland Hills
Mapleton
Cedar Hills
Saratoga Springs
Elk Ridge
Am Fork
Springville
Lehi
Salem
Santaquin
Pleasant Grove
Vineyard
Highland
Lindon
Orem
Alpine
Payson
Fairfield
Spanish Fork
Eagle Mountain
Genola
Goshen
Cedar Fort
Provo
Average

0.0166
0.0147
0.0137
0.0137
0.0137
0.0134
0.0132
0.0131
0.0131
0.0129
0.0128
0.0128
0.0126
0.0126
0.0125
0.0124
0.0124
0.0123
0.0123
0.0122
0.0121
0.0121
0.0118
0.0117
0.012946
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